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REUNION CONTROL CENTER 

2020 Stimson Reunion 

October 7-11, 2020 

Hotel: Holiday Inn 

1717 Airport Exchange Blvd. 

Erlanger, KY 41018 

================================ 

Shipmates, 

     It‘s been a few rough weeks 

for all of us with the medical 

problem we have seen in our 

country. However, we are going 

ahead with the October 2020 

Reunion.  It is still early, the virus 

MAY run its course by the summer. The plan we 

have in place is to continue to take reservations 

and we will evaluate the situation by late June or 

early July.  The 655 Association is prepared to 

refund any money sent in for the Reunion 

providing the virus is still active and travel is 

restricted and of course for any personal or family 

emergency as we have in the past. I have been in 

touch with the hotel and they are continuing to 

take reservations, you can cancel a registration up 

to 48 hours in advance with no penalty.   

     We have been working hard to make this a 

great reunion and we look forward to renewing old 

friendships and swapping the sea stories that 

seems to get better over time. We will not put the 

health of our shipmates in peril, if there is any 

doubt about the danger of traveling in October will 

ERR on the side of extreme caution and not 

taking any chances. Feel free to contact me if you 

have any reunion questions using the Reunion 

email address. //Regards, Dick Young 

stimson655reunion2020@aol.com 

—————————————————————— 

From the Association President -  

Tom Krauser, MM1(SS) B 72-74: 

     I pray this finds everyone well and 

surviving this pandemic we are now 

experiencing.  The physical, 

emotional, and financial strain on our 

world is beyond belief. I know we are 

all worried about our loved ones. 

Most of us are ―seniors‖ already and 

may have relatives at advanced ages who we are 

concerned about. 

     Dick Young and the reunion committee have 

the 2020 reunion in Cincinnati Ohio in good shape 

and people are sending in their registrations. The 

reunion will be here before we know it! Time to 
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start making plans to attend. Look for Dick‘s 

updates in the newsletters. 

     Please think about where the 2022 reunion 

could be and if you would like to explore the 

possibility of chairing it. 

     If you have any questions or concerns for the 

board, please feel free to contact us so we can 

address them. 

 —————————————————————— 

From the Association Historian/

Memorabilia Custodian - Larry 

Knutson, MMCS(SS) B 79-81 

USSVI-Charleston Base: 

         If you were on the Gold 

Crew during any portion Bob 

Weeks was the CO you completed 

a check-in card for him. The box of cards is now 

held by our base secretary. If you would like a 

copy of your card sent to you please contact our 

Secretary at 655webmaster@ssbn655.org.  

—————————————————————— 

From The Editor 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

Shipmates...not only are we as a nation 

dealing with the COVID19 craziness but so 

many are grieving the loss of loved ones 

because of it. Please be in prayer for all those 

who are suffering due to this virus. Always be 

on the lookout to help someone if you see a 

need. 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

Passing of our son: 

     As you all know, on March 21 our son, Trevor, 

took his life in Atlanta GA. It was a total surprise 

when we were notified of his death. Trevor had 

been with us for 52 years. He was a Air Force 

Veteran of 6 years serving during the first Gulf 

War in Kuwait and Iraq. 

     Linda and I, along with our daughter, Tina, 

have been overwhelmed with the outpouring of 

support from our local friends, our church body 

and especially from our Stimson and SUBVET 

family. We cherish the large number of cards, 

emails, texts and phone calls we‘ve received. 

Please know that each has been a God send to 

us and helped us so much during our time of grief. 

I honestly never thought my heart could hurt as 

bad as it has this past week, and I know Linda‘s 

hurts even worse. 

     Added to our grief is the fact we have not been 

able to go over to GA to attend to his personal 

affairs (apartment, car, etc.) As most of us are, we 

are in that bracket that is being warned to be very 

careful so travel to somewhere to stay in a hotel 

and possibly get sick is not something we can do 

right now. 

     Please continue to say a prayer for us 

whenever you have time. 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

Shortly after sending out the notification of our 

son‘s passing I received this from a shipmate. 

Please lift this family up in your prayers. 

 

Submitted by Iliria Alex, MM1(SS) G 77-81 

     My wife [Nilda] & I are also grieving for the 

sudden, shocking, devastating death on 19 

Mar‘20 at 1:48 P.M., of 10.5 year-old Layla 
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Sigmund, youngest of my 3 grandchildren. Layla, 

was the younger of 2 daughters of my only 

daughter, Jennifer, residing in Harrisburg, NC, 

with husband Matt, & older daughter, Violet. On 

18 Mar‘20, at about 12 P.M., Layla was 

unconscious when she was helicoptered to Levine 

Children‘s Hospital in Charlotte NC. She was 

taken off life support after 36 hours. According to 

the attending physician, Layla had an AVM 

( Arterio Venous Malformation ) that was inborn 

and ruptured with almost asymptomatic 

symptoms, I.e., earache/stomachache, causing 

severe bleeding in her brain and eventual death. 

IAW, with her parents wishes, Layla‘s remains 

were cremated after her useful vital organs were 

donated. Seems like to me that GOD is ― 

indiscriminately ― purging humanity with COVID-

19, AVM, etc., etc.  We ― covet your prayers & 

thoughts ― as we go to our grieving process and 

peaceful closure. Thanks .  

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

Sharing Pictures with Shipmates: 

     If anyone has pictures you would like to share 

with your shipmates please follow the directions in 

this link and I will be glad to put them in the 

newsletter. 

Picture Upload Instructions (to Dropbox)  

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

—————————————————————— 

The Lean Submariner 

     Here‘s the latest posts on the blog. Still going 

strong. The link to his blog is  

 https://theleansubmariner.com/ 

***** 

 Building the next generation of boats – 

Nuclear power in 1955 by Mister Mac - 

Building the next generation of boats – 

Nuclear power in 1955 The power and 

possibility revealed in the USS Nautilus was 

enough to inspire the Navy‘s leadership to 

want to move more quickly into this bold new 

age. The challenge was to find a way to build 

the new boats using existing resources 

blended with […] Read more of this post 

***** 

 Management Versus Leadership – A Primer 

for the 21st Century by Mister Mac - I know 

that you typically look for submarine stories 

here at TLS. At last count, I think there are over 

860 stories. Hopefully, that number will continue 

to grow. But every once in a while, I think it‘s 

good to remember why I started writing the blog 

beyond a good sea story. I have been […]  Read 

more of this post 

***** 

 Leadership Lessons from a Mop by Mister 

Mac - It has been nearly forty eight years since I 

learned my first lesson on leadership. In June of 

1972, I headed off to boot camp to join the 

thousands of other young men about to become 

part of the US Navy. Boot Camp is the testing 

period where you are physically challenged, 

mentally strengthened […] Read more of this 

post 

***** 

 Our Company Commander is Missing, Sir by 

Mister Mac - June of 1972 was a pivotal month 

and year for many people. Watergate, Hurricane 

Agnes, Vietnam bombings, Nixon‘s reelection, 

and the month I entered the Navy. Through all 

the years since then, I have managed to hang 

onto ―The Keel‖ which is the graduation cruise 

book they gave out back in the day. […] Read 

more of this post 

***** 

 Continuous Learning – It‘s a Navy Thing by 

Mister Mac - When I am not writing about 

submarines, I am normally busy with my day job 

which is helping the companies I work with to 

better understand continuous improvement or 

―lean thinking‖. While one is solely vocational in 

nature and the other is purely avocational both 

share the same basic roots: Continuous 

Learning. […] Read more of this post 

***** 

 Random Actions Produce Random Results 

(No Matter How Big the Halo) In "Leadership" 

by Mister Mac – Leadership must be intentional. 

Okay, I will admit that this statement is rather 

obvious and won‘t sell any books. The sad part 

though is how many organizations that promote 

from within expect that a perfectly good 

employee will magically grow leadership skills by 

the grace of that promotion. Then, when they 

fail, everyone wonders what went wrong. After 

all, that person was the ―star‖ performer just 

http://ssbn655.org/Instructions%20for%20ssbn655%20pic%20uploads.PNG
https://theleansubmariner.com/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/02/building-the-next-generation-of-boats-nuclear-power-in-1955/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/03/management-versus-leadership-a-primer-for-the-21st-century/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/03/management-versus-leadership-a-primer-for-the-21st-century/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/04/leadership-lessons-from-a-mop/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/04/leadership-lessons-from-a-mop/
https://theleansubmariner.com/2012/06/26/our-company-commander-is-missing-sir/
https://theleansubmariner.com/2012/06/26/our-company-commander-is-missing-sir/
https://theleansubmariner.com/2015/01/03/continuous-learning-its-a-navy-thing/
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recently and we had the highest hopes that 

they would just be able to take the reins and 

make the organization move forward.  […] 

Read more of this post 

 ***** 

 I want a raise – Where is my cut? by Mister 

Mac - I want a raise. Of course I want a raise. 

Sadly, I am retired and no one pays me to 

write this blog. But the natural reaction for 

many people during any change in business is 

to expect some kind of pay increase. I mean, I 

came to work nearly all of last year. The […] 

Read more of this post 

***** 

 Course Corrections – Where the hell 

are we? by Mister Mac - Course Corrections - 

Where the hell are we? Recently I wrote a 

story about five submarines that lost their way 

on a scheduled mission. https://

theleansubmariner.com/2020/02/28/lost-

boats-an-occupational-hazard-in-1920/ For 

five days these boats were unaccounted for 

and fleet leaders had to send out a number of 

vessels to locate them. In the end. All made it 

safely back […] Read more of this post 

***** 

 The Leadership Conundrum – Dealing 

with People by Mister Mac - The Leadership 

Conundrum A conundrum is described as a 

problem that is difficult to deal with. The Navy 

spends a lot of time in the education and 

development of its leadership. The 

organization has evolved over the centuries 

form a very autocratic structure that involved 

corporal punishment to a more nuanced 

organization that recognizes the need for 

individual team member […] Read more of 

this post 

***** 

 15994 by Mister Mac - Admiral Rickover's 

Rules "Since the end of World War II, the 

number of high-grade civilians in relation to the 

total (federal) government workforce has 

steadily increased to the point where we have 

more managers and checkers than we have 

doers. Our senior employees have been 

schooled in this ―new‖ philosophy which holds 

that, as long […] Read more of this post 

***** 

 The Skipjack Class – Unleashing a New 

Kind of Sea Monster by Mister Mac - There 

she blows!–there she blows! A hump like a 

snow-hill! It is Moby Dick! ―Some of the 

subtlest secrets of the seas seemed divulged 

to us in this enchanted pond. We saw young 

Leviathan amours in the deep. And thus, 

though surrounded by circle upon circle of 

consternations and affrights, did these 

inscrutable creatures [mother […] Read more 

of this post 

***** 

 You are late for watch – why aren‘t you 

ready yet? by Mister Mac - You are late for 

watch Dreaded words. Despite your best 

efforts, you find yourself facing a hostile 

shipmate. Time on a submarine is precious 

and you just robbed him of some of his by 

being late. Let's be honest. It happens to all of 

us. We think we are going to be ready for the 

[…] Read more of this post 

***** 

 Me? Stressed??? No. I am quite sure the 

flooding will put the fire out by Mister Mac - 

One of the oldest sayings I can remember 

about the even temperedness of being a 

submariner was something that I heard a 

junior officer relay to the Captain during a 

multiple casualty on the George Washington. 

We had just had a very stressful few weeks in 

a sea tossed by typhoons and generally bad 

weather. […] Read more of this post 

***** 

 ―What nation will own the submarine 

monster is a question.‖ The Original 

Submarine Day Story by Mister Mac - ―What 

nation will own the submarine monster is a 

question.‖ I was watching the posts put up on 

social media about the ―Original‖ submarine 

day recently (March 17th). My own tradition 

has always been to recognize April as the 

American Submarine month. I also have been 

pretty much centered on 1900 as the founding 

year […] Read more of this post 

***** 

 We might as well stop daydreaming about 

defeating Japan – February 1940 by Mister 

https://theleansubmariner.com/2012/07/12/random-actions-produce-random-results-no-matter-how-big-the-halo/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/05/i-want-a-raise-where-is-my-cut/
https://theleansubmariner.com/2020/02/28/lost-boats-an-occupational-hazard-in-1920/
https://theleansubmariner.com/2020/02/28/lost-boats-an-occupational-hazard-in-1920/
https://theleansubmariner.com/2020/02/28/lost-boats-an-occupational-hazard-in-1920/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/06/course-corrections-where-the-hell-are-we/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/07/the-leadership-conundrum-dealing-with-people/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/07/the-leadership-conundrum-dealing-with-people/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/08/15994/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/09/the-skipjack-class-unleashing-a-new-kind-of-sea-monster/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/09/the-skipjack-class-unleashing-a-new-kind-of-sea-monster/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/10/you-are-late-for-watch-why-arent-you-ready-yet/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/11/me-stressed-no-i-am-quite-sure-the-flooding-will-put-the-fire-out/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/20/what-nation-will-own-the-submarine-monster-is-a-question-the-original-submarine-day-story/
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Mac - WE MIGHT AS WELL STOP 

DAYDREAMING ABOUT DEFEATING JAPAN 

In February of 1940, the world was already at 

war. Germany had launched its offensive 

against Czechoslovakia and Poland and Hitler 

was in the process of approving the Mannstein 

Plan which would lead to the invasion and 

subjugation of France in the summer of 1940. 

In America, […] Read more of this post 

***** 

 THE BACKBONE OF THE FLEET – The 

United States Navy in 1940 by Mister Mac - 

THE BACKBONE OF THE FLEET – The 

United States Navy in 1940 Navy Day is a 

holiday that is no longer really celebrated in 

the United States. While President Truman 

surely helped to bring about its demise, the 

American public was probably ready for a 

break from too much emphasis on the military 

by the […] Read more of this post 

***** 

 Anticipate the difficult by managing the 

easy. Lao Tzu and the answer to Global 

Pandemics by Mister Mac - Anticipate the 

difficult by managing the easy. Lao Tzu Before 

it moves, hold it, Before it goes wrong, mold it, 

Drain off water in winter before it freezes, 

Before weeds grow, sow them to the breezes. 

You can deal with what has not happened, 

Can foresee Harmful events and not allow 

them to be. Simple […] Read more of this 

post 

***** 

 We had Rickover – They had Gorshkov; 

The whole world watched by Mister Mac - 

Soviet Submarine Threat: Part 1 The flag of 

the Soviet Navy flies over the oceans of the 

world. Sooner or later the United States will 

have to understand it no longer has mastery of 

the seas. Admiral of the Fleet of the Soviet 

Union S. G. GORSHKOV I‘m sure some 

people wonder why I spend […] Read more of 

this post 

***** 

 And the rocket‘s ―Red‖ glare – Soviet 

Submarines (Part 2) by Mister Mac - (Part 

Two of the Soviet Union Submarine series) 

https://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/27/

we-had-rickover-they-had-gorshkov-the-

whole-world-watched/ In April 1972, I raised 

my right hand swore allegiance to the United 

States of America as a brand new member of 

the United States Navy. It would be the first of 

many times I repeated the oath. During that 

time, the War in Vietnam had […] Read more 

of this post 

***** 

 Social Distancing Masters of the Universe 

by Mister Mac - In this time of trial, I feel sad 

for those people who are finding themselves 

isolated from their friends and family. I 

especially feel kind of bad that I really don't 

feel all that isolated myself. I have a great wife 

and a very creative cat named Moses. To be 

honest, I really feel like […] Read more of this 

post 

***** 

 1959 – Why do you need so damn many 

submarines? by Mister Mac -Why do you 

need so damn many submarines? I can almost 

hear the Air Force Brass asking that question 

of the Navy as they were presented the 

"threat" profile developed by the intelligence 

agencies in 1959. 1959 was a pivotal year for 

submarine development in the United States. 

The military in general was going through […] 

Read more of this post 

***** 

 How fast will that thing go? The USS 

Skipjack Story by Mister Mac -How fast can 

you go on a submarine? Along with how deep, 

how fast is often one of the most asked 

questions once someone knows you were on 

board a submarine. The standard answer that 

was pounded into our heads in submarine 

school was in excess of 20 knots and deeper 

than 400 feet. Once […] Read more of this 

post 

***** 

 1987 – The Counterpunch for a growing 

Soviet threat by Mister Mac - 1987 – The 

Counterpunch for a growing Soviet threat 

When I became a Machinist Mate Chief Petty 

Officer in August of 1987, I celebrated having 

served on a fair representation of Cold War 

submarines and stations. The journey took me 

http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/21/we-might-as-well-stop-daydreaming-about-defeating-japan-february-1940/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/22/the-backbone-of-the-fleet-the-united-states-navy-in-1940/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/23/anticipate-the-difficult-by-managing-the-easy-lao-tzu-and-the-answer-to-global-pandemics/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/23/anticipate-the-difficult-by-managing-the-easy-lao-tzu-and-the-answer-to-global-pandemics/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/27/we-had-rickover-they-had-gorshkov-the-whole-world-watched/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/27/we-had-rickover-they-had-gorshkov-the-whole-world-watched/
https://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/27/we-had-rickover-they-had-gorshkov-the-whole-world-watched/
https://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/27/we-had-rickover-they-had-gorshkov-the-whole-world-watched/
https://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/27/we-had-rickover-they-had-gorshkov-the-whole-world-watched/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/28/and-the-rockets-red-glare-soviet-submarines-part-2/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/28/and-the-rockets-red-glare-soviet-submarines-part-2/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/27/social-distancing-masters-of-the-universe/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/27/social-distancing-masters-of-the-universe/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/26/1959-why-do-you-need-so-damn-many-submarines/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/25/how-fast-will-that-thing-go-the-uss-skipjack-story/
http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/25/how-fast-will-that-thing-go-the-uss-skipjack-story/
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from New London to Charleston to Pearl 

Harbor to Mare Island. Then the trip continued 

[…] Read more 

—————————————————————— 

 
The following Stimson Shipmates have 

departed on Eternal Patrol. 

===== 

RMCM(SS) Alton T. Rogers  

PCU/B First COB 64-67 

Departed on Eternal Patrol 1 March 2020 

(Verified by Fred Stafford & Legacy.com) 

 

MM2(SS) Terry L. Cellmer G 67-69 

Departed on Eternal Patrol 14 March 2020 

(Verified by Don Ort & Legacy.com) 

 

CS2(SS) William Minkewicz B 66-69 COMM 

Departed on Eternal Patrol 5 March 2020 

(Verified by Phil Bettencourt & USSVI) 

 

EM1(SS) Norman Bradley Stockton G 77-80 

Departed on Eternal Patrol 5 March 2020 

(Verified by Legacy.com and USSVI) 

 

MT1(SS) Dirk C. Carstens Decom 93 

Departed on Eternal Patrol 29 February 2020 

(Reported by Loree Riggs; verified by Facebook & 

Legacy.com) 

===== 

The direct link to the Association Eternal Patrol 

page is: http://ssbn655.org/eternal-patrol/

eternal-patrol.html 

_______________________________________ 

 
WELCOME ABOARD: Found & Updated 

Shipmates 

(Shipmate has contacted us to be added or have 

info updated on our Sailing List. Please check the 

online Sailing List to for shipmates contact info.) 

********** 

TM1(SS) Larry Hibbert B Comm 65-71 

(email updated by shipmate) 

 

MM2(SS) Sean Hagerty B/SY2/G 80-85 

(info updated by shipmate) 

 

QM3(SS) Michael Ficcaglia B Comm 65-67 

QMC(SS) Retired 1987 

(info reported by shipmate) 

 

CAPT William ‗Sandy‘ Hastie B CO 80  

(1 patrol-Oct-Dec) 

(info updated by shipmate) 

 

Many of our shipmates are on FaceBook but are 

not listed on our Sailing List. Please check the 

new ‗Looking For‘ Sailing List on the website to 

help locate these shipmates. When you see 

shipmates on Facebook ask them if they are on 

the Sailing List and please send them a personal 

invite to contact 655webmaster@ssbn655.org to 

be listed and become a member of the Stimson 

Association. 

————————————————————— 

BINNACLE LIST 

(if you would like to be placed on our Association 

Binnacle List please send an email to 

655webmaster@ssbn655.org)  

==================================== 

William ‗Sandy‘ Hastie, CAPT B CO 80 (Oct-

Dec) 

Cards to: 75 Lambeth Drive, Asheville, NC 28803 

3.19.2020 

Family and Friends, 

     We are now ―houseless‖ but not 

―homeless‖.  We finalized the sale of our Kenmure 

home on Thursday, March 12 and then went to 

dinner with mutual friends and the new 

owners.  We greatly enjoyed the 18 years at 365 

Kenmure Drive – and we enjoyed our extended 

honeymoon in our lovely mountain home.  But it 

was time to turn over the care and maintenance of 

our home and two acre gardens to a new 

owner.  We were very fortunate that our new 

owners, Dr. Rick and Mrs. Flora Hobson, love the 

home and Rick is an avid gardener.  We are 

thankful to be able to leave the gardens we 

tended with love for many years to someone who 

will care for them. 

     Our new address is 75 Lambeth Drive, 

http://theleansubmariner.com/2020/03/29/1987-the-counterpunch-for-a-growing-soviet-threat/
http://ssbn655.org/eternal-patrol/obits/LeggJimmyJack.pdf
http://ssbn655.org/eternal-patrol/obits/LeggJimmyJack.pdf
http://ssbn655.org/eternal-patrol/obits/CellmerTerryL.pdf
http://ssbn655.org/eternal-patrol/obits/MinkewiczWilliam.pdf
http://ssbn655.org/eternal-patrol/obits/StocktonNormanBradley.pdf
http://ssbn655.org/eternal-patrol/obits/CarstensDirkC.pdf
http://ssbn655.org/eternal-patrol/eternal-patrol.html
http://ssbn655.org/eternal-patrol/eternal-patrol.html
mailto:655webmaster@ssbn655.org
mailto:655webmaster@ssbn655.org
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Asheville, NC 28803.  We do not have a land line 

at this time and our cell phone numbers remain 

the same:   

            Donna J. Hastie                 (828) 551-9302 

            William J.(Sandy)  Hastie  (828) 606-4739 

     We look forward to many good years at 

Deerfield Episcopal Retirement Community.  We 

are partially settled – still have a garage full of 

boxes but making good progress.  We are 

learning how to live in a much smaller home, and 

enjoying the freedom from caring for a large home 

and many gardens.  We will have a small garden 

– and hope to make it into a lovely, quiet 

―courtyard‖ garden.  We are also learning to live in 

a community with schedules, many activities, and 

making new friends, and now with the coronavirus 

restrictions - we find ourselves in an unexpected 

and unusual temporary situation of ―voluntary 

social distancing.‖  The following was sent to us 

by good friends sharing the words of a rabbi…. 

  

 Rabbi Yosef Kanefsky, "Every hand that we don't 

shake must become a phone call that we place. 

Every embrace that we avoid must become a 

verbal expression of warmth and concern. Every 

inch and every foot that we physically place 

between ourselves and another, must become a 

thought as to how we might be of help to that 

other, should the need arise."   

  

     These are good thoughts on how to make a 

difficult time into a positive outcome. 

     We are well and though it was a significant 

effort to move from a very large home to a smaller 

cottage, both physically and emotionally for us – 

we did well.  Sandy was strong throughout though 

it was more difficult and time consuming than we 

anticipated.  We are now moving more slowly into 

our new home and taking time to rest and recover 

and enjoy the warmth and friendship of our good 

friends who live in this friendly and active 

retirement community, and making new friends.  It 

is nice to be invited to ―stop by for drinks and 

conversation and join us for dinner at the 

Bistro‖ (Deerfield‘s dining area) with good friends 

who live here.  We know we will make many new 

friends and look forward to being able to spend 

more time together, to read, walk, enjoy all the 

amenities of Deerfield, and continue to enjoy our 

many friends we made at Kenmure and the Flat 

Rock/Hendersonville surrounding area – we are 

only 24 miles away.  

     Sandy is doing well and will have his next PET/

CT scan March 29 and we will let you know the 

results.  We are confident that we made the right 

decision to move to Deerfield and that we are 

where we need to be. Please keep in contact, call 

and visit when you are in the area.  

     Warmly, Donna and Sandy  

================== 

Jim Gray, MM1(SS) B 69-71 

Cards to: 1 Rugby Ct., Toms River NJ 08757 

No new updates 

7.28.19: I met with my doctors at U  of Penn. I 

gave them permission to access my tissue 

samples from my operation for checking my T 

cells. Turns out I have a 95% chance that my T 

cells will work to help attack the mesothelioma. 

Will be meeting with a doctor next week to find out 

further details. I am feeling encouraged about this 

new information, and keeping an open mind.  

3.26.19: I have been having quite the time of 

things with my mesothelioma. Mar 20, 2017 with 2 

weeks in the University of Pennsylvania Hospital 

all cleaned out of my left lung cavity lung sacks 

still intact with an air pocket in the cavity outside 

of the sacks (slight problem). Went through 3 

cycles of the first rounds of chemo recommended 

which end on July 26, 2018. CT scan showed that 

it was mostly clean with a few traces of the 

mesothelioma which raised concern. So we tried 

the Keytruda (Immunotherapy) for its rounds. Ct 

scans showed no improvement as a result of this 

treatment. Now on the Gemzar chemo which is 

wreaking havoc on my body more than the 

previous IV Stuff. Hopefully this will be the 

combination that will do it. Keeping my positive 

attitude and praying that all will be better. 

Thank you all for your concerns and prayers. I am 

feeling those good wishes in my dreams. Betty 

and I are blessed to have so many friends in our 

life. //Jim Gray & Betty Trasko 

6.20.18: I am still alive. Got out of the hospital 

after the operation on Apr 2 after 2 weeks being 

there. Started the chemo May 23 went fine no 

problems. Then got my 2nd chemo on June 13 
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and all hell broke loose on evening of the day 

after. Thursday, Friday and Saturday side effects 

and humility. Father's day was quiet since I was 

relaxing and sleeping. Monday another lesson in 

humility. Yesterday and today moving toward 

normal.  

2.5.18: I have been recently diagnosed at my 

local hospital as having mesothelioma.  

================== 

Bob Faulkner, MT1(SS) B/G 80-86 OVHL2 

Cards to: 2901 N 82st Place, Scottsdale AZ 

85251 

No new updates 

11.7.17: Remember Bob as he continues to find 

the best result to manage Parkinson's Disease 

symptoms.  

 —————————————————————— 

GREAT LINKS TO SPEND TIME WITH  

**********  

655 Association Website  

www.ssbn655.org  

**********  

OnEternalPatrol.com 

The primary purpose of this site is to honor the 

men of the United States Submarine Force by 

attempting to put faces to as many of the names 

on the lists of lost submariners as possible. 

http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/ 

********** 

Star Trek‘s Scotty, James Doohan, was an 

Irish Canadian WWII Veteran with an 

inspirational legacy.  

The surprising story of a soldier turned pilot 

turned actor turned hero. 

By: John Maxwell 

     Star Trek’s chief engineer, Montgomery Scott, 

may be the most famously Scottish person in all of 

pop culture. But here‘s something fascinating: The 

actor who played Scotty, James Doohan, wasn‘t 

just not Scottish… his family was actually Irish. 

     And that's just the beginning of a remarkable 

life story that took James Doohan -- who would 

have been 100 years old this month -- from 

Canada to the battlefields of World War II to 

Hollywood and, eventually, outer space. Join us 

for a surprising Irish Heritage Month salute to the 

secret life of Scotty! Watch the video here. 

********** 

Information and Security Issues Associated 

with the Loss of the USS THRESHER (SSN-

593) on 10 April 1963 and Information on the 

Loss of the USS SCORPION (SSN-589) on 22 

May 1968 as it Relates to the Loss of 

THRESHER 

     The following was received from the USSVI 

National Commander via our Region Director and 

District Commander. Please note that several of 

these links don‘t work but the one with PDF 

references can be retrieved if you go to the main 

address being referred to that does work and do 

your own lower level searches from there. Not 

sure what to do about the bad Flickr link. 

https://

nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?

url=https%3A%2F%

2Fwww.ussvirginiabase.org%2Ffiles%

2FInformation-and-Security-Issues-Associated

-with-the-Loss-of-the-USS-THRESHER-and-

USS-SCORPION.pdf&amp;data=02%7C01%

7C%7Cfb76434e3cf44fecad6608d7c5b7c67f%

7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%

7C0%

7C637195265561677051&amp;sdata=62x8Cnr7

SSU3loEVg58Gvb5h2lSq4VHSdRJvIs2KoNc%

3D&amp;reserved=0 

—————————————————————— 

SOMETHING FROM OUR SHIPMATES: 

SEA STORIES, COMMENTS, JOKES, ETC.  

===== 

Submitted by George Birmingham, ET1(SS) G 69-

74, Assoc. Life Member,  USSVI Carolina 

Piedmont Base 

A Question: Back in 1973, when we came out of 

http://ssbn655.org/
http://www.oneternalpatrol.com/
http://www.legacy.com/news/culture-and-trends/article/star-treks-scotty-james-doohan-was-an-irish-canadian-wwii-veteran?utm_source=MarketingCloud&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=031720-consumer-newsletter&utm_content=heroimage-photo-block1&sfmc_id=10038128
https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ussvirginiabase.org%2Ffiles%2FInformation-and-Security-Issues-Associated-with-the-Loss-of-the-USS-THRESHER-and-USS-SCORPION.pdf&amp;data=02%7C01%7C%7Cfb76434e3cf44fecad6608d7c5b7c67f%7C84df
https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ussvirginiabase.org%2Ffiles%2FInformation-and-Security-Issues-Associated-with-the-Loss-of-the-USS-THRESHER-and-USS-SCORPION.pdf&amp;data=02%7C01%7C%7Cfb76434e3cf44fecad6608d7c5b7c67f%7C84df
https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ussvirginiabase.org%2Ffiles%2FInformation-and-Security-Issues-Associated-with-the-Loss-of-the-USS-THRESHER-and-USS-SCORPION.pdf&amp;data=02%7C01%7C%7Cfb76434e3cf44fecad6608d7c5b7c67f%7C84df
https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ussvirginiabase.org%2Ffiles%2FInformation-and-Security-Issues-Associated-with-the-Loss-of-the-USS-THRESHER-and-USS-SCORPION.pdf&amp;data=02%7C01%7C%7Cfb76434e3cf44fecad6608d7c5b7c67f%7C84df
https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ussvirginiabase.org%2Ffiles%2FInformation-and-Security-Issues-Associated-with-the-Loss-of-the-USS-THRESHER-and-USS-SCORPION.pdf&amp;data=02%7C01%7C%7Cfb76434e3cf44fecad6608d7c5b7c67f%7C84df
https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ussvirginiabase.org%2Ffiles%2FInformation-and-Security-Issues-Associated-with-the-Loss-of-the-USS-THRESHER-and-USS-SCORPION.pdf&amp;data=02%7C01%7C%7Cfb76434e3cf44fecad6608d7c5b7c67f%7C84df
https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ussvirginiabase.org%2Ffiles%2FInformation-and-Security-Issues-Associated-with-the-Loss-of-the-USS-THRESHER-and-USS-SCORPION.pdf&amp;data=02%7C01%7C%7Cfb76434e3cf44fecad6608d7c5b7c67f%7C84df
https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ussvirginiabase.org%2Ffiles%2FInformation-and-Security-Issues-Associated-with-the-Loss-of-the-USS-THRESHER-and-USS-SCORPION.pdf&amp;data=02%7C01%7C%7Cfb76434e3cf44fecad6608d7c5b7c67f%7C84df
https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ussvirginiabase.org%2Ffiles%2FInformation-and-Security-Issues-Associated-with-the-Loss-of-the-USS-THRESHER-and-USS-SCORPION.pdf&amp;data=02%7C01%7C%7Cfb76434e3cf44fecad6608d7c5b7c67f%7C84df
https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ussvirginiabase.org%2Ffiles%2FInformation-and-Security-Issues-Associated-with-the-Loss-of-the-USS-THRESHER-and-USS-SCORPION.pdf&amp;data=02%7C01%7C%7Cfb76434e3cf44fecad6608d7c5b7c67f%7C84df
https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ussvirginiabase.org%2Ffiles%2FInformation-and-Security-Issues-Associated-with-the-Loss-of-the-USS-THRESHER-and-USS-SCORPION.pdf&amp;data=02%7C01%7C%7Cfb76434e3cf44fecad6608d7c5b7c67f%7C84df
https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ussvirginiabase.org%2Ffiles%2FInformation-and-Security-Issues-Associated-with-the-Loss-of-the-USS-THRESHER-and-USS-SCORPION.pdf&amp;data=02%7C01%7C%7Cfb76434e3cf44fecad6608d7c5b7c67f%7C84df
https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ussvirginiabase.org%2Ffiles%2FInformation-and-Security-Issues-Associated-with-the-Loss-of-the-USS-THRESHER-and-USS-SCORPION.pdf&amp;data=02%7C01%7C%7Cfb76434e3cf44fecad6608d7c5b7c67f%7C84df
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overhaul and home ported down in Charleston for 

operations out of Rota, we were given a 

mandatory shot at the hospital. I assumed it 

was for our operations in Rota and whatever ills 

might come from that region. I remember getting 

sick and was afraid I would not die from it - but I 

survived.?? The duty corpsman?? gave me the 

standard APCs stuff and sent me home, 

presumably so I would not die in the hospital in 

front of him. No kidding, it was that bad...?? I just 

assumed they were experimenting on us with 

some sort of "super soldier" vaccination. It wasn't 

optional as I recall.  

     And for the next 45 years, I did not get the flu 

or even a cold. Nothing, nada... Connie can 

readily attest to that.  

     Any idea what was in that shot ? I'd like a 

booster to get me the rest of the way to my final 

patrol. That was some righteous stuff there... ??  

===== 

Submitted by Pat Cota, IC2(SS) G COMM 66-68, 

USSVI Hoosier Base, Holland Club 

    I have a question for all those out there. I found 

this medallion and was wondering if you know 

what, where or how I happen to have this. Just 

curious. It‘s about the size of a quarter. Thanks for 

any help you give. 

 

 

 

 

 

===== 

Submitted by Steven Boerenko, ET2(SS) B 86-89 

  

    A friend and I have started a Veterans 

advocacy charity headquartered in Melbourne, FL. 

We started our foundation to help veterans and 

first responders who are homeless, unemployed, 

those needing medical assistance, and to raise 

PTSD awareness/suicide prevention. 

     The IGY6 Foundation is dedicated to serving 

those who served. You can visit our website @ 

www.theigy6foundation.org or on Instagram, 

the_igy6_foundation. You can also find us on 

Facebook and LinkedIn. 

     We cannot do this alone and need more 

people to know we are out there and to help 

spread the word. 

===== 

Submitted by Donna Hastie, wife of Sandy Hastie 

CAPT B CO 80 (1 patrol-Oct-Dec): 

Well worth reading; it may be difficult for some of 

us to follow the recommendations that follow, 

which seem somewhat extreme, but being aware 

and taking greater care seem to be appropriate. 

  

Info from a pathologist:   

     Dear Family and Friends, as some of you may 

recall, when I was a professor of pathology at the 

University of California San Diego, I was one of 

the first molecular virologists in the world to work 

on coronaviruses (the 1970s). I was the first to 

demonstrate the number of genes the virus 

contained. Since then, I have kept up with the 

coronavirus field and its multiple clinical transfers 

into the human population (e.g., SARS, MERS), 

from different animal sources. 

     The current projections for its expansion in the 

US are only probable, due to continued 

insufficient worldwide data, but it is most likely to 

be widespread by mid to late March and April. 

     Here is what I have done and the precautions 

that I take and will take. These are the same 

precautions I currently use during our influenza 

http://www.theigy6foundation.org
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seasons, except for the mask and gloves.: 

 1) NO HANDSHAKING! Use a fist bump, slight 

bow, elbow bump, etc. 

2) Use ONLY your knuckle to touch light switches. 

elevator buttons, etc.. Lift the gasoline dispenser 

with a paper towel or use a disposable glove. 

3) Open doors with your closed fist or hip - do not 

grasp the handle with your hand, unless there is 

no other way to open the door. Especially 

important on bathroom and post office/commercial 

doors. 

4) Use disinfectant wipes at the stores when they 

are available, including wiping the handle and 

child seat in grocery carts. 

5) Wash your hands with soap for 10-20 seconds 

and/or use a greater than 60% alcohol-based 

hand sanitizer whenever you return home from 

ANY activity that involves locations where other 

people have been. 

6) Keep a bottle of sanitizer available at each of 

your home's entrances. AND in your car for use 

after getting gas or touching other contaminated 

objects when you can't immediately wash your 

hands. 

7) If possible, cough or sneeze into a disposable 

tissue and discard. Use your elbow only if you 

have to. The clothing on your elbow will contain 

infectious virus that can be passed on for up to a 

week or more! 

What I have stocked in preparation for the 

pandemic spread to the US: 

1) Latex or nitrile latex disposable gloves for use 

when going shopping, using the gasoline pump, 

and all other outside activity when you come in 

contact with contaminated areas. 

Note: This virus is spread in large droplets by 

coughing and sneezing. This means that the air 

will not infect you! BUT all the surfaces where 

these droplets land are infectious for about a 

week on average - everything that is associated 

with infected people will be contaminated and 

potentially infectious. The virus is on surfaces and 

you will not be infected unless your unprotected 

face is directly coughed or sneezed upon. This 

virus only has cell receptors for lung cells (it only 

infects your lungs). The only way for the virus to 

infect you is through your nose or mouth via your 

hands or an infected cough or sneeze onto or into 

your nose or mouth. 

2) Stock up now with disposable surgical masks 

and use them to prevent you from touching your 

nose and/or mouth (We touch our nose/mouth 

90X/day without knowing it!). This is the only way 

this virus can infect you - it is lung-specific. The 

mask will not prevent the virus in a direct sneeze 

from getting into your nose or mouth - it is only to 

keep you from touching your nose or mouth. 

3) Stock up now with hand sanitizers and latex/

nitrile gloves (get the appropriate sizes for your 

family). The hand sanitizers must be alcohol-

based and greater than 60% alcohol to be 

effective. 

4) Stock up now with zinc lozenges. These 

lozenges have been proven to be effective in 

blocking coronavirus (and most other viruses) 

from multiplying in your throat and nasopharynx. 

Use as directed several times each day when you 

begin to feel ANY "cold-like" symptoms beginning. 

It is best to lie down and let the lozenge dissolve 

in the back of your throat and nasopharynx. Cold-

Eeze lozenges is one brand available, but there 

are other brands available. 

     I, as many others do, hope that this pandemic 

will be reasonably contained, BUT I personally do 

not think it will be. Humans have never seen this 

snake-associated virus before and have no 

internal defense against it. Tremendous worldwide 

efforts are being made to understand the 

molecular and clinical virology of this virus. 

Unbelievable molecular knowledge about the 

genomics, structure, and virulence of this virus 

has already been achieved. BUT, there will be NO 

drugs or vaccines available this year to protect us 

or limit the infection within us. Only symptomatic 

support is available. 

     I hope these personal thoughts will be helpful 

during this potentially catastrophic pandemic. 

Good luck to all of us. 

     James Robb, MD FCAP 

===== 

Submitted by Gerry Weeks, widow of Bob Weeks, 

CDR G CO 64-71 Plank 

 

Prayer for a Pandemic 

May we who are merely inconvenienced 

     Remember those whose lives are at stake. 
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May we who have no risk factors 

     Remember those most vulnerable. 

 May we who have the luxury of working from 

home 

     Remember those who must choose between 

preserving their health 

 or making their rent. 

 May we who have the flexibility to care for our 

children when their schools close 

     Remember those who have no options. 

May we who have to cancel our trips 

     Remember those that have no safe* place to 

go. 

May we who are losing our margin money in the 

tumult of the economic market 

     Remember those who have no margin at all. 

May we who settle in for a quarantine at home 

     Remember those who have no home. 

As fear grips our country, 

     Let us choose love. 

 During this time when we cannot physically wrap 

our arms around each other, 

     Let us yet find ways to be the loving embrace of 

God to our neighbors. 

 Amen. 

  Author Unknown 

——————————————————— 

The Computer Corner  

By: George Birmingham, ET1

(SS), Gold 69-74  

Determining your Public IP 

Address  

     In the March and April 2019 

Computer Corner columns, I 

discussed how to evaluate your router‘s Wi-Fi 

performance to get the best performance from the 

wireless connection. But there is more to that 

router than just the Wi-Fi connection. The router 

also connects you to your Internet Service 

Provider (ISP) and provides the Public Internet 

address that identifies you to the world. And that is 

what this month‘s article will discuss – the Public 

Internet Address you are identified with. 

     Most of us use our devices on the Wi-Fi side of 

the router, also known as the Local Area Network 

(LAN). Our internal IP addresses usually start with 

192.168.x.x. as they are defined by our router‘s 

LAN configuration settings. And we rarely need to 

change that address unless we are building a 

really complex home network (mostly used by the 

black hat hackers…). Your router has another 

side that you seldom see called the Wide Area 

Network (WAN) that interfaces into the ISP‘s 

network. The ISP‘s network assigns you a unique 

network address, or Public Internet Protocol 

Address (Public IP). The router then handles the 

network communications between the WAN and 

LAN, thus making the magic of networking work 

for us. The router also handles looking up 

addresses of web sites or other publicly well-

known addresses when our home systems want 

to communicate.  

     Older routers connected to a device called a 

Modem, handled the electrical nuances of the 

ISP‘s service offering which could have been 

DSL, Fiber, or Cable (DOCsis) technology.  So 

with the older routers, you had two devices that 

had to be powered up and cabled together. But 

thankfully technology marched on and all newer 

routers now have the necessary modem built-in to 

the router. So with a power cord and a telephone 

phone cable you now connect to the ISP‘s service 

much more easily. So if you are selecting a new 

home router, be sure to  check that the integral 

modem in the router is compatible with your ISP 

service. 

     Here‘s an article that may help: 

     https://www.howtogeek.com/234233/whats-

the-difference-between-a-modem-and-a-router/ 

 

     I noted that once you are connected to the 

Internet via the router, you now have a Public IP 

address given to you by your ISP. Most of us 

never need to know that address. However, if you 

are a gamer, and host a multi-player gaming 

system, then your remote players will need to 

know that.  If you need remote access to an 

internal system you will also need this information 

once you have made the system visible to the 

internet. There are two ways to find this 

information: First, you could log into your router‘s 

management interface from the LAN (most 

common) or you could ask a site that can 

determine it for you, just because you connected 

to the site (now you know it‘s not just your 

browser cookies that give you away!).  Two web 

https://www.howtogeek.com/234233/whats-the-difference-between-a-modem-and-a-router/
https://www.howtogeek.com/234233/whats-the-difference-between-a-modem-and-a-router/
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accessible sites can do this for you: 

 

http://www.whatismyipaddress.com 

http://ip4only.me   

 

     There is a lot useful information on both sites 

regarding Public IP addresses and also how to 

automate tracking your address. The address you 

have today may not be the one you have after a 

power failure in your area or a router change. So 

it‘s a good idea to check it once in a while just to 

keep up-to-date. If you are a gamer, or anticipate 

needing to be managed remotely, then this will 

come in handy.  

     One other site that can be handy is http://

www.centralops.net/ . This site lets you look up 

information about IP addresses you may find in 

your router log files or in an e-mail address to 

determine where they came from. It‘s free to use, 

you can do 50 lookups in a 24 hour period and 

you can check the following:  

 Utilities 

 Domain Dossier            ß See what country 

an e-mail or IP address comes from, or check 

your own address 

 Domain Check               ß If  you are setting 

up a private domain, see if it is available 

 Email Dossier                ß Check out a 

strange e-mail address, do the Domain check 

first 

 Browser Mirror             ß see what your 

browser sends to sites you go to 

 Ping 

 Traceroute 

 NsLookup 

 AutoWhois 

 AnalyzePath 

It is a pretty neat site to use. Check out your own 

IP address to see what is seen by the public. 

 

Additional Reading: 

 

https://www.whatismyip.com/what-is-my-

public-ip-address/ 

 

https://whatismyipaddress.com/ip-lookup 

 

https://whatismyipaddress.com/learning/ip-

addresses 

 

     As always, shipmates, comments and 

suggestions for future topics are welcomed.  I am 

in need of topics for future articles, so please send 

your ideas along to me.  Contact me at 

subvet_ssbns@bellsouth.net. 

     And if you have a difficult computer or network 

problem you need help with, contact me. I‘m 

always glad to help out if I can. 

//George 

=========== 

Malware-Laden Fake Best Buy USB Drives Are 

Being Sent Out In The Mail 

     If you happen to receive a letter from Best Buy 

that comes with a free USB drive inside of it, don‘t 

rejoice just yet. This is because according to a 

report from Trustwave, it seems that these USB 

drives are filled with malware that could hijack 

your computer if you were to insert it into your PC.  

     According to the report, the letter contains a 

message from Best Buy thanking the person for 

being a regular customer. It also includes a $50 

gift card and a USB drive, which according to the 

message contains a list of products that 

customers will be able to use with gift card with, 

which is how the attackers trick people into 

inserting it into their computers. 

     To check what the USB drive does, the 

researchers plugged it into an air-gapped 

computer and sure enough, it contained malicious 

code. As the researchers note, due to the 

computers inherently trusting keyboards by 

default, it did not seem to raise any red flags when 

the drive was plugged in (the drive was designed 

to emulate a keyboard), thus allowing the code on 

the drive to be executed. 

     It is unclear how widespread this scam is, but if 

you do receive one of these letters in the mail, it‘s 

probably not a good idea to plug that drive into 

your computer. Alternatively, if you want to be 

extra sure, you could always give Best Buy a call 

to double check. 

Filed in Computers. Read more about Hack, 

Malware and Security. Source: sea.pcmag  

—————————————————————— 

http://www.whatismyipaddress.com
http://ip4only.me
http://www.centralops.net/
http://www.centralops.net/
https://centralops.net/co/body
https://centralops.net/co/DomainDossier.aspx
https://centralops.net/asp/co/DomainCheck.vbs.asp
https://centralops.net/co/EmailDossier.aspx
https://centralops.net/asp/co/BrowserMirror.vbs.asp
https://centralops.net/co/Ping.aspx
https://centralops.net/co/Traceroute.aspx
https://centralops.net/co/NsLookup.aspx
https://hexillion.com/asp/samples/AutoWhois.vbs.asp
https://hexillion.com/asp/samples/AspAnalyzePath.asp
https://www.whatismyip.com/what-is-my-public-ip-address/
https://www.whatismyip.com/what-is-my-public-ip-address/
https://whatismyipaddress.com/ip-lookup
https://whatismyipaddress.com/learning/ip-addresses
https://whatismyipaddress.com/learning/ip-addresses
mailto:subvet_ssbns@bellsouth.net
https://www.trustwave.com/en-us/resources/blogs/spiderlabs-blog/would-you-exchange-your-security-for-a-gift-card/
https://www.trustwave.com/en-us/resources/blogs/spiderlabs-blog/would-you-exchange-your-security-for-a-gift-card/
https://www.ubergizmo.com/topic/computers/
https://www.ubergizmo.com/tags/hack/
https://www.ubergizmo.com/tags/malware/
https://www.ubergizmo.com/tags/security/
https://sea.pcmag.com/mac/36662/psa-if-you-get-a-best-buy-gift-card-on-a-usb-drive-in-the-mail-dont-plug-it-into-your-pc
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We hate isolation; ballistic missile submarine 

crews love it  

Tom Rogan, Washington Examiner Online 

March 25  

     For most of us, the current lockdown is jarring 

and tedious. But, for our nuclear ballistic missile 

submarine crews, isolation is something to revel 

in. The more isolated these crews are, the more 

successful their patrols will be judged. They are 

very happy to avoid contact with the world.  

     Spread across 14 Ohio-class submarines, 

these crews are the linchpin of America's nuclear 

deterrent force. Four or five of the submarines are 

on "hard-alert" patrol at any one time, ready to 

strike the command and control hubs of America's 

two most likely nuclear adversaries, Beijing and 

Moscow.  

     But, to deter those targets effectively, 

America's ballistic missile submarines must do 

two things: stay hidden and remain within the 

ideal range of their targets.  

     That means getting into a patrol sector and 

consistently avoiding detection. And, considering 

that these patrols tend to last more than two 

months, this is no easy task. It takes a lot of skill, 

and the stakes are high. Where our failure to 

avoid vulnerable family members might now lead 

to a personal coronavirus tragedy, a failure to 

remain hidden from the enemy would undermine 

the nation's existential defense strategy.  

     After all, the linchpin of America's sea-based 

nuclear deterrent strategy is not our submarines 

per se but the confidence of our adversaries that 

those submarines can destroy them with a speed 

and lethality exceeding their ability to destroy us.  

     Put simply, that means the Navy must conduct 

regular patrols that are hidden from Chinese and 

Russian aircraft, satellites, and submarines trying 

to find them. Considering the interest in 

depressed ballistic trajectories that would shorten 

the time from missile launch to warhead impact, 

these patrol sectors are likely outside the first 

island chain in the Western Pacific Ocean (China/

North Korea targeting), beyond Ireland in the 

North Atlantic Ocean (Russia), and sometimes 

also in the Indian Ocean (Pakistan, guarding 

against the contingency that the military loses 

control of its nuclear forces).  

     Fortunately, our crews are very good at staying 

hidden, even when the prospective enemy is 

working hard to track them. And now, armed with 

a greater means to deter Russia across the range 

of nuclear conflict, they remain a critical ingredient 

in the preservation of peace. Also fortunate is the 

fact that the Navy and its allies' attack submarines 

are far better at tracking Chinese and Russian 

ballistic submarines than theirs are at tracking 

ours. That means those nations cannot 

confidently rely on their sea-based deterrent 

forces to be able to launch their missiles in the 

event of a war.  

     So, yes, isolation is jarring for most of us. But 

not for the SSBN crews. They love isolation and 

couldn't operate without it.  

     Germany is not unique. Of all the Trump 

administration‘s global impacts, one of the most 

worrying is a sudden increase in the risk of 

nuclear proliferation among American allies, many 

of whom are considering a nuclear path which 

America may be unable to control.  
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     This debate has been most intense in South 

Korea, which began pursuing a nuclear weapons 

program in the 1970s only to abandon it under 

intense pressure. The idea remained popular; 

upwards of 60 percent of South Koreans favor 

pursuing nuclear weapons.  

——————————————————————

US Navy prepares for possible Columbia 

delay, GAO reports  

Michael Fabey, Jane's Navy International, 

March 27  

WASHINGTON -- While the US Navy (USN) still 

considers the timely acquisition of its Columbia-

class ballistic missile submarine (SSBN) to be its 

priority programme to ensure there is no gap in 

strategic patrols, the service is hedging against a 

potential delay in the delivery of the new 

submarine, according to the US Government 

Accountability Office (GAO).  

     Despite GAO‘s reported concerns, USN 

leadership remains optimistic about the Columbia 

programme schedule.  

―The Columbia program remains the navy‘s top 

acquisition programme and remains on track,‖ 

Captain Danny Hernandez, a spokesman for 

James Geurts, the assistant navy secretary for 

Research, Development, and Acquisition, told 

Jane‘s.  

     The USN is also seeing what can be done to 

further sustain Ohio-class SSBN patrols, the GAO 

said in its report, ‗Defense Nuclear Enterprise: 

Systems Face Sustainment Challenges, and 

Actions Are Needed to Effectively Monitor Efforts 

to Improve the Enterprise‘, released on 26 March.  

      ―Navy officials … said that they are trying to 

gather the necessary data to lay the groundwork 

now to be able to make engineering decisions in 

10 years about the feasibility of sustaining the 

Ohio-class SSBNs in the event that the Columbia-

class is delayed,‖ the GAO reported.  

      ―The navy continues to collect data as part of 

the Ohio programme as a natural course of 

business to ensure the Ohio SSBNs will meet 

their planned extended service life, as well as to 

ensure the navy is well-positioned to assess the 

risk of any additional service life extension should 

the future need arise,‖ Capt Hernandez said.  

      ―This is prudent risk management and not in 

response to any known or expected delay in the 

Columbia program,‖ Capt Hernandez added.  

     However, the GAO reported, ―Navy officials 

said that they are beginning to consider options in 

case the replacement programme, the Columbia-

class SSBN, is delayed.‖  

     That will be the case despite the Ohio-class 

boats have already had life extensions to operate 

for 42 years. However, the GAO noted, ―Navy 

officials noted that the service has never operated 

a nuclear-powered submarine for as long as 42 

years.‖  

     The USN is taking a longer look at sustaining 

Ohio-class boats even though, the GAO pointed 

out, the programme is already experiencing 

challenges in sustaining submarines through their 

planned 42-year service life.  

     The Ohio-class was initially intended to be 

operational for 30 years, the GAO noted. ―Since it 

will be in service longer than expected, the navy is 

finding that parts not originally intended to be 

replaced now need replacement. Navy officials 

stated that obsolescence has a greater impact for 

these parts that were never expected to fail and 

therefore do not have an industrial base to 

support replacements than for parts that the navy 

has always planned to replace at some point 

during the Ohio-class service life.‖  

     There is no industrial base of suppliers to 

support the replacement of some of these parts, 

the GAO noted.  

      ―The overall amount of maintenance required 

for the SSBNs increases as they age. According 

to navy officials, both of these issues contribute to 

diminishing manufacturing sources and material 

shortages for the Ohio-class SSBNs. According to 

May 2019 congressional testimony by the Director 

of the Navy‘s Strategic Systems Programs, the D-

5 Trident submarine-launched ballistic missile has 

also been deployed for longer than its original 

planned service life. Specifically, it has been 

deployed for over 25 years, and the Navy now 

plans to operate the D-5 for over 50 years total. It 

has undergone service-life extension programs 

and is operating on new rocket motors. However, 

according to the Director‘s testimony, this will be 
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more than double the historical service life of any 

previous sea-based strategic deterrent system.‖  

     Navy officials told the GAO that parts are 

cannibalised from other classes of submarines to 

sustain Ohio-class SSBNs when replacement 

parts are not available elsewhere.  

      ―Parts cannibalisation has also occurred 

during engineered refueling overhauls,‖ the GAO 

said.  

     Navy officials also told the GAO that, in the 

past, SSBNs completing refuelling overhauls have 

cannibalised parts from SSBNs that are beginning 

to be overhauled.  

     The final Ohio-class SSBN to undergo an 

overhaul, USS Louisiana , will not have that 

option the GAO noted because there will be no 

other SSBNs from which to cannibalise parts; all 

SSBNs except Louisiana (SSBN 743) and 

Wyoming (SSBN 742) have already completed 

their overhauls. Navy officials told the GAO they 

have not encountered any insurmountable issues 

thus far in planning Louisiana‘s overhaul.  

     Wyoming is currently undergoing its 

engineered refuelling overhaul, which is expected 

to be complete in July.  

     Navy officials explained to the GAO that for the 

Ohio-class SSBN, when an industrial base 

supplier is not able to meet the need for certain 

obsolete parts, the navy purchases enough parts 

to ―stock the shelf‖ by including in one contract 

enough quantities of the part to last for the life of 

the SSBNs.  

      ―The navy has developed programmes, such 

as the Trident Planned Equipment Replacement 

Program, which has identified over 300 critical 

parts and has them manufactured and ready to be 

used for replacement when SSBNs are 

undergoing planned maintenance.‖  

     The Ohio-class engineered refuelling 

overhauls have taken longer than originally 

anticipated, the GAO said, adding that navy 

officials attribute these delays to the submarines 

requiring more maintenance work than expected, 

as well as some delays in acquiring parts.  

      ―The Ohio programme office has made ‗life of 

type‘ purchases for some parts for which the 

industrial base cannot meet the demand,‖ the 

GAO said. ―In other words, according to program 

officials, the programme office purchases in one 

contract enough of that part to last for the entire 

life of the SSBN – a large enough order to make it 

worth the time and cost for a manufacturer to 

produce the parts. According to the officials, 

another solution is to retrofit the pieces being 

used to build the Columbia-class SSBNs to 

support the needs for the Ohio-class SSBNs. For 

example, the Navigation Process Unit was 

retrofitted from Columbia to use on Ohio . This 

allows the navy to purchase these components 

from manufacturers who will already be making 

them for Columbia.‖  

     The navy has initiated major modernisations 

on a number of systems on Ohio to give them new 

capabilities. Navy officials told the GAO, 

―Modernisation efforts are being planned for 

navigation, radio, and electronic communications 

systems, among others.‖  

     The navy has also initiated a programme to 

refurbish and extend the service lives of D-5 

Trident submarine-launched ballistic missiles to 

about 2040, the GAO noted. As Columbia-class 

SSBNs begin to replace Ohio-class SSBNs, 

refurbished D-5s carried by retiring Ohio-class 

SSBNs will be transferred to new Columbia-class 

SSBNs. Columbia-class SSBNs will continue to 

be armed with these refurbished D-5s until about 

2040, at which time the D-5s are to be replaced 

by a successor submarine-launched ballistic 

missile. Navy officials told the GAO that 

maintaining one strategic weapon system 

configuration during the transition to Columbia is 

beneficial from a cost, performance, and risk-

reduction standpoint.  

     Following a 2018 Pentagon Inspector General 

noting that the Secretary of the Navy and the 

Chief of Naval Operations have formally 

designated strategic nuclear deterrence as the 

navy‘s top priority, the navy reduced the time 

required for engineered refuelling overhauls of 

SSBNs, increased workforce size at shipyards, 

accelerated and improved shipyard workforce 

training, and improved SSBN maintenance 

procedures and schedules, the GAO reported.  

      ―While the navy was able to reduce the time 

required for its last two engineered refuelling 

overhauls, it has not hit the target of 27 months 
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since 2010,‖ the GAO said. ―In addition, according 

to officials the navy has created two working 

groups – the SSBN/Guided Missile Nuclear 

Submarine Working Group and the Trident 

Coordination Group – to monitor and mitigate 

Ohio-class sustainment and maintenance 

challenges.‖  

     The first Ohio-class SSBN, Ohio , entered 

service in 1981. The last Ohio-class SSBN, 

Louisiana, entered service in 1997. The USN 

maintains a fleet of 14 Ohio-class SSBNs.Eight of 

the SSBNs are deployed in the Pacific Ocean, 

homeported in Bangor, Washington, and six are 

deployed in the Atlantic, homeported in Kings 

Bay, Georgia.  

—————————————————————— 

 Navy Merges Sub Radio and IT Ratings 

Story Number: NNS200316-12Release Date: 

3/16/2020 6:23:00 PM  

By MC1 Mark D. Faram, Chief of Naval Personnel 

Public Affairs  

WASHINGTON (NNS) -- The rise of great power 

competition at sea has led to the Navy redoubling 

its efforts to own electronic warfare across the 

world‘s oceans - both above and below the 

surface. 

     That battle in the subsurface domain is getting 

a boost in the form of a rating merger, the result of 

which increases the Navy‘s undersea electronic 

warfare effectiveness while enhancing the force‘s 

ability to operate and maintain computer networks 

onboard its boats.  

     Starting this summer, one of the silent 

service‘s newest ratings – Information Systems 

Technician (Submarines), or ITS for short, will 

nearly triple in size as it merges with the fellow 

submarine rating Electronics Technician (Radio), 

known as ETRs.  

     ―This merger will allow the Submarine Force to 

address concerns with ITS workload while 

simultaneously building our electronic warfare 

subject matter expertise,‖ said Vice Admiral Daryl 

L. Caudle, Commander Submarine Forces. 

―Mastery of electronic warfare will be critical to the 

Submarine Force‘s contribution to the high-end 

fight.‖ 

     The move, which has been in the works since 

the summer of 2019, is expected to take another 

year to be fully complete. On the manpower side, 

the 740-strong ITS rating will bring on-board the 

roughly 1,600 ETRs. 

     The end result will be an ITS general rating 

made up of two service ratings – one dedicated to 

communications, the other concentrating on 

electronic warfare. Both skill sets will share the 

workload of submarine information technology, 

too.    

     The merger decision was made after a multi-

year manpower survey identified a need to 

increase the numbers of information technology 

specialists on submarines intersected with the 

need to beef up the ability for responding to 

emerging subsurface electronic warfare threats.  

      ―Merging ETR into ITS as a service rating 

addresses both of these priorities,‖ said Capt. 

Angela Katson, head of enlisted plans and policy 

for the Chief of Naval Personnel. ―While raising 

the total number of Sailors available to perform 

local-area network maintenance and operations 

on submarines, it also creates a career path for 

Sailors to become specialized professionals in the 

electronic warfare mission area.‖ 

     The move is in keeping with the Navy‘s Rating 

Modernization effort, part of the Navy‘s ongoing 

Sailor 2025 move. It is expected that the merger 

will eventually allow ITS Sailors greater flexibility 

in duty assignments.  

     The move will be more than just getting a new 

rating patch for ETRs but bring with it a choice 

among two separate career paths. All Sailors in 

the combined rating will now get a new career 

path in either the ITS-Communications or ITS-

Electronic Warfare service ratings.  

     These career paths will be distinct, each 

managed by separate training pipelines and 

NECs, and will have their own rating examinations 

as well as advancement quotas. Billets will be 

managed by NECs and aligned to enhance the 

career paths of our Sailors. 

     Sailors currently serving in ETR or ITS ratings 

will work closely with their community managers 

to ensure they are selected into the optimal career 

path.  

      ―Sailors will be assigned by a combination of 

their desires and the needs of the Submarine 

Force,‖ Katson said. ―While every effort will be 
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made to ensure that the Sailor‘s desires are met, 

ensuring a healthy future rating structure and 

future promotion potential is vital to the future 

health of all Sailors in the rating.‖ 

     Once converted, all Sailors will be required to 

complete a qualification package that denotes 

their current skills and identifies what new training 

they need to come up to speed in their new duties 

and responsibilities.  

     The first E-4 through E-6 advancement exams 

will be given this coming fall. The first chief‘s 

exam will come in January, 2021. 

     For ETR Sailors converting in, they‘ll switch 

their rating badge to the iconic lightning bolts of 

both the ITS rating and surface Information 

Systems Technicians.   

     This historic mark has signified 

communications in the Navy since 2012, when it 

was first introduced for electrician‘s mates 

qualified as radio operators. The device was then 

a specialty mark worn on the lower uniform sleeve 

signifying the qualification.  

     When the radioman rating was created in 1921 

the same lightning bolts were adopted for the 

uniform badge.  In the late 1990‘s the radioman 

rating in the submarine force became ETR‘s. 

Meanwhile their surface counterparts merged with 

data processing technicians to create information 

systems technician.  

     More information can be found in NAVADMIN 

066/20. 

—————————————————————— 

Retired Captain Brings Navy‘s Worst Sub 

Disaster Back To The Surface  

(SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIBUNE 09 MAR 20) 

Peter Rowe  

SAN DIEGO — At 9:12 a.m. on April 12, 1963, the 

nuclear-powered submarine Thresher issued its 

final coherent message.  

     ―Experiencing minor difficulties,‖ it began. 

―Have positive up angle. Am attempting to blow. 

Will keep you informed.‖  

     The first and last sentences were unduly — 

and tragically — optimistic. After a garbled 

message from the boat at 9:17 a.m., none of the 

129 aboard Thresher were ever heard from again. 

The difficulties had not been minor. They had 

been fatal, taking the vessel and her crew to a 

watery grave in the North Atlantic.  

     Almost 57 years later, this remains the U.S. 

Navy‘s worst undersea disaster. It‘s also one of 

the most mysterious. While there are numerous 

theories about what caused the Thresher‘s 

sinking, the official story is still under wraps.  

     The Navy‘s investigation resulted in a 1,700-

page report. Only 19 pages have been publicly 

released.  

Capt. Jim Bryant, a submarine skipper retired in 

Point Loma, wants the public to see the other 

1,681 pages.  

      ―I feel a responsibility to the men who were 

aboard,‖ he said, ―and their families.‖  

     Last year, Bryant went to the U.S. District 

Court for the District of Columbia, seeking to pry 

loose the report.  

     On Feb. 10, a federal judge ordered the Navy 

to release its report in monthly 300-page 

segments, beginning May 15 and continuing until 

Oct. 15. When the Navy requested more time to 

review documents and redact classified 

information, Bryant‘s lawyer noted that the Navy 

already had promised to do this — 22 years ago. 

Then, in 2012, the Navy announced it had nearly 

completed its declassification review but wasn‘t 

going to release anything.  

     U.S. District Judge Trevor McFadden noted 

that history this month, while rejecting the Navy‘s 

plea for more time. ―Normally I defer to the 

government,‖ he said during a hearing, ―but I can‘t 

say I have a lot of confidence in how this looks 

now.‖  

     Bryant, who was in the courtroom for this 

ruling, is not declaring victory. ―I‘m not winning,‖ 

he said. ―I‘ve had a small victory in a very large 

battle.‖  

 

 

Circling the wagons  

     Bryant, 72, is an unlikely foe of the Navy‘s 

―silent service.‖ Raised in Pasadena and 

educated at the U.S. Naval Academy, he was a 

young officer when Adm. Hyman Rickover, the 

nuclear navy‘s demanding leader, tabbed him for 

submarine duty. Before his retirement in 1994, 
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Bryant served aboard three Thresher-class subs, 

commanding one, Guardfish, from 1987 to 1990.  

     These boats were part of the same class as 

the ill-fated Thresher, yet they were significantly 

different. Bryant left Annapolis as a young ensign 

eight years after Thresher had departed 

Portsmouth, N.H., on its final mission. By the time 

he was partaking in undersea patrols, the Navy 

had adopted a new safety program — the 

acronym: SUBSAFE — and updated the boats‘ 

engineering and nuclear propulsion plants.  

     Still, Bryant felt a kinship with Thresher, her 

crew and the loved ones they left behind.  

In retirement, Bryant studied archaeology at San 

Diego City College, piecing together artifacts to 

understand the native peoples of San Diego‘s pre-

colonial past. In 2017, he brought the same 

analytical mindset to a more recent page of 

history: Thresher.  

     Early Indian societies proved to be more of an 

open book than the Navy‘s nuclear-powered 

submarines. Even officially declassified material 

on these propulsion systems are locked away, out 

of the public‘s sight.  

      ―For example,‖ Bryant said, ―the textbooks 

they use in Nuclear Power School, with basic 

physics and basic math, are all classified. For 

good reason, because you don‘t want some other 

country to come in and steal that information and 

translate that into Russian or Chinese.‖  

     In 1963, a naval court of inquiry blamed 

Thresher‘s loss on catastrophic flooding from a 

ruptured pipe. Among those who dispute this 

theory is Bruce Rule, a former naval officer who 

eavesdropped on Soviet subs via SOSUS, a top 

secret network of hydrophones installed on the 

ocean floor. Now retired, Rule analyzed acoustical 

data for a 42-page monograph, ―Why The USS 

Thresher (SSN-593) Was Lost.‖  

Rule concluded that the sub lost power for 

unknown reasons, then plunged helplessly from 

1,300 feet to 2,400 feet below the surface. At that 

extreme depth, he maintained, the pressure hull 

collapsed in the blink of an eye — 1/20th of 

second.  

The crewmembers, Rule wrote, ―Although they 

knew the event was imminent, never knew it was 

occurring.‖  

Bryant found this analysis compelling, but still 

wanted to see the Navy‘s official report. In June 

2017, he filed a Freedom of Information Act, or 

FOIA, request to see Thresher documents. He 

was ignored. Bryant then pleaded his case in 

―Declassify Thresher,‖ an article for the July 2018 

issue of Proceedings, the U.S. Naval Institute‘s 

journal. In April 2019, he filed another FOIA 

request. No response.  

     On July 5, he sued in federal court.  

      ―Thresher was not on a secret mission,‖ 

Bryant said. ―We‘re talking here about engineering 

procedures and a mindset that allowed that 

submarine to sink. So why is the Navy circling the 

wagons?‖  

Undersea warriors  

     This quest is controversial, even among 

Bryant‘s peers.  

      ―I admire Jim‘s persistence, " said Charles 

MacVean, a retired Navy captain who 

commanded the nuclear-powered submarine 

Seawolf in the 1970s. ―But it‘s a terrific amount of 

energy being spent by him and the Navy. I‘m not 

sure it‘s going to get us any further up the 

knowledge chain.‖  

     The Navy, MacVean added, had thoroughly 

studied Thresher‘s loss and corrected the 

problems: ―The lessons learned were taken to 

heart and inserted into our ships and our 

methodology.‖  

     Why bring this painful episode back to the 

surface?  

      ―That‘s like asking, ‗Why should we know 

anything more about the Challenger disaster in 

1986?‘‖ Bryant responded. ―It‘s like saying, ‗NASA 

knows everything, so we don‘t need to know why 

NASA killed those astronauts when what 

happened was silly and avoidable.‘ Was that a 

lesson learned?‖  

     Robert Eatinger, Bryant‘s attorney, was once a 

lawyer for the CIA. In that capacity, he was 

involved in hundreds of Freedom of Information 

Act appeals, but on the opposite side, seeking to 

maintain government secrets. Still, he‘s unsure 

why the Thresher report is so sensitive. Even pre-

hearing ―meet and confer‖ conferences with the 

Navy‘s lawyers failed to shed light on their 

concerns.  
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      ―The only things they would express,‖ Eatinger 

said, ―is they need to protect their undersea 

warriors.‖  

     While Eatinger and Bryant won a court order to 

see the official Thresher report, it‘s unclear 

whether this victory was large or small. That‘s 

because material deemed essential to national 

security will be redacted.  

      ―Are the records going to be a lot of blacked-

out pages, or a lot of text with very limited 

redactions?‖ Eatinger asked. ―We don‘t know until 

we see it.‖  

It may be awhile before these pages can be 

perused by other interested parties. Bryant, who 

expects to receive the documents in digital form, 

plans to review them with an informal committee 

he‘s assembled of retired nuclear submarine 

experts.  

      ―And then,‖ he said, ―we‘ll release it to the 

public.‖  

     Thresher was lost in a different era, when John 

F. Kennedy occupied the White House, the 

Beatles released ―Please Please Me,‖ J.D. 

Salinger‘s ―Raise High the Roof Beam, 

Carpenters‖ topped bestseller lists and, in the 

tense aftermath of the Cuban Missile Crisis, 

Washington and Moscow created a hotline for 

direct communications. With the Cold War at its 

frostiest, submarines patrolled the front lines.  

      ―But the Cold War is over,‖ Bryant said. ―That 

technology is all obsolete. You know, the Soviets 

knew what we were doing, so why are we so 

worried now? The Thresher was a self-inflicted 

casualty.‖  

     Still, some question whether we should probe 

this wound. They argue that the fatal errors, 

whatever they were, have been corrected.  

      ―The best people in the country looked at all 

that data and made changes,‖ MacVean said. 

―The country did the best they could at the time 

they were doing it.‖  

https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/

military/story/2020-03-09/retired-captains-

brings-the-navys-worst-submarine-disaster-

back-to-the-surface 

—————————————————————— 

When God Created Submariners 

CAPT Jane F. Vieira 

Chaplain Corps, United States Navy 

     When the good Lord created a Submariner, it 

was almost 2300 on the sixth day. An angel 

appeared and said, "You're having a lot of trouble 

with this one. What's wrong with the standard 

model?" 

     And the Lord replied, "Have you seen the 

specs on this order? It has to be able to think 

independently, yet be able to take orders; have 

the qualities of both a scientific mind and a 

compassionate heart; be able to mentor juniors 

and learn from seniors; run on black coffee; 

handle emergencies without a Damage Control 

Manual, respond competently to critical incidents, 

decipher cryptographic codes, understand 

pneumatics, hydraulics and sonar, have the 

patience of a saint and six pairs of hands, not to 

mention the strength of three its size." 

     The angel shook its head slowly and said, "Six 

pairs of hands - - No way!" 

     And the Lord answered, "Don't worry, we'll 

make other Submariners to help. Besides it's not 

the hands which are causing the problem. It's the 

heart. It must swell with pride when a Shipmate 

earns his Silver Dolphins - which above all else 

signifies the crew members trust it with their lives, 

sustain the incredible hardship of life at sea in a 

steel tube, beat on soundly when it's too tired to 

do so, and be strong enough to continue to carry 

on when it's given all it had." 

     "Lord," said the angel touching the Lord's 

sleeve gently, "Stop! It's almost midnight!" 

     "I can't," said the Lord. "I'm so close to creating 

something unique. Already I have one whose 

hands blend knowledge with skill to perform the 

most intricate procedures, yet are strong enough 

to patch a ruptured seawater pipe; whose ears 

can discern the sonar sounds of a myriad of 

ocean life, yet detect the slightest shift in 

ventilation; whose mind can practice the science 

of nuclear submarining, yet not lose sight of the 

art of teamwork; and whose eyes can peer 

through a periscope to identify a hull down ship, 

yet search within to embrace and personify honor, 

courage and commitment." 

     The angel circled the model of the Submariner 

very slowly. "It's too serious," the angel sighed. 

     "But tough," said the Lord excitedly. "You 

https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/military/story/2020-03-09/retired-captains-brings-the-navys-worst-submarine-disaster-back-to-the-surface
https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/military/story/2020-03-09/retired-captains-brings-the-navys-worst-submarine-disaster-back-to-the-surface
https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/military/story/2020-03-09/retired-captains-brings-the-navys-worst-submarine-disaster-back-to-the-surface
https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/military/story/2020-03-09/retired-captains-brings-the-navys-worst-submarine-disaster-back-to-the-surface
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cannot imagine what this Submariner can do or 

endure." 

     "Can it feel?" asked the angel. 

     "Can it feel?!! It loves Ship, Shipmates and 

Country like no other!" 

     Finally the angel bent over and ran a finger 

across the Submariner's cheek. "There's a leak," 

pronounced the angel. "I told you you're trying to 

put too much into this model." 

     "That's not a leak," said the Lord. "It's a tear." 

     "What's it for?" asked the angel. 

     "It's for joy, sadness, disappointment, pain, 

frustration and pride!" 

     "You're a genius!" exclaimed the angel. 

     The Lord looked pleased and replied, "I didn't 

put it there." 

     Filled with pride, the Lord continued, "Great 

things are planned for this Submariner. It will be 

one of many and together they will lead a legacy 

of excellence like none has known before." 

     And with that the Lord rested. It was the 

seventh day.  

—————————————————————— 

Captain Warned That Crew Wasn't Ready 

Before Sub Ran Aground, Investigation Shows 

(MILITARY.COM 01 MAR 20) ... Hope Hodge 

Seck  

     A newly released investigation from a 

submarine mishap in 2015 that caused some $1 

million worth of damage shows that an 

inexperienced crew was given the go-ahead to 

complete a tricky return-to-port mission in the 

dark, despite warnings from the commanding 

officer that they weren't ready.  

     The Ohio-class submarine Georgia ran 

aground in the predawn hours of Nov. 25, 2015, 

the day before Thanksgiving, as it prepared to 

return to port at Kings Bay, Georgia, to replace a 

failed towed array sonar. While conducting a 

scheduled pick-up of a new pilot at Fort Clinch, 

Florida, near the entrance to St. Marys River, 

which approaches the base, the sub inadvertently 

exited the channel, then collided with a buoy amid 

the crew's efforts to re-orient. The grounding 

occurred as the crew worked to get clear of the 

buoy, the investigation shows.  

     Ultimately, the sub was able to return to port to 

assess damages, which were mostly cosmetic, 

save for the ship's screw propeller, an acoustic 

tracking device and an electromagnetic log meter 

that measured the sub's speed. The Georgia was 

taken into dry dock in December 2015 for 

assessment and the costly repairs.  

     The investigation, which was completed in 

March 2016 but just released to Military.com this 

month through a public records request, found 

that the "excessive speed" of the sub as it 

approached the pilot pick-up made it more difficult 

for the crew to control the ship, and that the 

tugboat carrying the pilot was positioned poorly, 

making the maneuver more complex.  

     Ultimately, though, blame for running aground 

is laid at the feet of the commanding officer. In the 

wake of the incident, the commander of Georgia's 

blue crew, Capt. David Adams, was relieved of his 

post due to a loss of confidence in his ability to 

command. Like all submarines in its class, 

Georgia has two identical crews -- a blue and a 

gold -- that alternate manning and patrols.  

     "His inability to effectively manage the 

complexity of the situation and failure to respond 

to the circumstances in a manner sufficient to 

protect the safety of the ship and crew is beneath 

my expectations for any CO," an investigation 

endorsement by Rear Adm. Randy Crites, then-

commander of Submarine Group 10, reads.  

     In his detailed and thorough endorsement of 

findings, Crites also dismisses the notion that 

maneuvering in the dark and with a green crew 

was what led to the sub's disastrous mishap.  

     "Ultimately, had this crew (and the Pilot) 

executed the same plan in the same manner 

during broad daylight, there is nothing in the ship's 

planning effort, demonstrated seamanship, or 

response to tripwires that indicates the outcome 

would be any different," he said.  

     While coming in for the brunt of the blame, 

Adams was not alone in being designated for 

punishment. Crites indicated his intent to take 

administrative action against the sub's executive 

officer; chief of boat; navigation/operations officer; 

weapons officer, who was the officer of the deck; 

and assistant navigator. He also said he'd issue 

non-punitive letters of caution to the commander 

of Submarine Squadron 16 and his own chief of 

staff and director of operations -- all Navy captains 
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-- for failure to take appropriate action toward 

resolution regarding Adams' concerns around the 

sub's transit into port.  

     The 475-page investigation, which includes 

witness statements, logs and other supporting 

documentation, offers insight into what those 

concerns were. In a Nov. 24 email to the 

commodore of Squadron 16 marked 

"confidential," Adams, the Georgia blue crew 

commander, lays out his qualms about the plan 

he has been ordered to execute, particularly the 

predawn return to port for a brief one-day stop 

with a crew that had spent just three weeks 

underway together on a new ship.  

     "CO/XO/NAV have not piloted into Kings Bay 

in the last 20 years. All of the untoward [incidents] 

I know of occurred between [St. Marys] and Fort 

Clinch," he wrote. "My assessment is that this is 

not a prudent plan for [return to port] ... Having 

just been at sea for a few weeks, I have not built 

enough depth. I am concerned about the fatigue 

level of my command element.  

     "Given an all-day evolution and subsequent 

[underway], we will have spent the majority of 36 

hours awake and are set to pilot out and 

submerge on the mid-watch at 0330."  

     The two-page memo, it appears, was never 

received and read by Submarine Squadron 16's 

commodore, Capt. John Spencer. But Adams 

testified he had relayed the same concerns face-

to-face with Spencer days before, on Nov. 22. He 

also discussed the same issues, he said, in a 

follow-up phone call.  

     This much is clear: the plan wasn't called off, 

and the mission was cleared to proceed. But 

murky communication dogged the lead-up to the 

operation, and later the mission itself.  

     Spencer and others testified that Adams had 

been given leeway to "slow things down a little" if 

he felt uncomfortable. Adams said he believed 

any delay would have been viewed as 

insubordination.  

     On the day of the mishap, communication was 

also flawed, in ways that underscore the crew's 

unfamiliarity with each other, and possibly the 

sleep deprivation that had left some members 

running on just two to three hours of rest.  

     According to the investigation, as the Georgia 

approached the point at which it was to meet with 

the tug and pick up the pilot -- the navigation 

expert who would drive the ship into port -- it 

became clear that the tug was well west of its 

expected position. The sub, meanwhile, was 

approaching too fast and slowing too gradually. 

The investigation found it was still making 15 

knots, or about 17 miles per hour, when it passed 

the set "all stop" point. That speed and positioning 

would make every maneuver that followed more 

risky and difficult.  

     Initial attempts to communicate with the tug 

and the pilot aboard via radio were unsuccessful, 

and the planned transfer happened late. Adams 

did not want to scrap the transfer and proceed 

into port without the pilot, the investigation found, 

because of the challenges of pulling into port 

without one.  

     When the sub exited the channel at the west 

end of the Fort Clinch basin, the crew's 

communication skills faced a major test. The 

assistant navigator recommended to the navigator 

that the sub go to "all back emergency," a call the 

navigator then passed to the bridge. The officer of 

the deck seemed to agree, but said nothing, the 

investigation found. Adams, however, overrode 

the order, believing it would not work, and ordered 

"all ahead full" instead. He started directing the 

officer of the deck, but did not fully take control of 

the sub or give direct orders to the helm, the 

report states.  

     Despite a series of maneuvers -- right hard 

rudder, left hard rudder, all ahead full, right hard 

rudder -- the sub collided with Buoy 23 in the 

channel. But the worst was still to come.  

     "When [Adams] asked [the lookout] if the ship 

hit buoy 23, [the lookout] informed the CO that he 

did not care about the buoy, but thought the ship 

was going to run aground on the beach forward of 

the ship," the investigation states.  

     As grounding looked imminent, the Georgia 

asked the driver of the C-tractor tugboat if the tug 

could cross in front of the sub on the starboard, or 

right, side, and push the bow around. The tug 

master refused, according to the investigation, 

worried that the water was too shallow.  

     The sub ended up, as the lookout put it, "hitting 

Fort Clinch."  
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     The mishap, and the misgivings that preceded 

it, came against the backdrop of a Navy grappling 

with a culture in which overworked and unready 

crews were regularly put underway in service of 

operational needs. After two separate deadly 

destroyer collisions in 2017, service leaders 

found, among other things, that a "'can-do' 

culture" had undermined safety and led to unduly 

high operational tempo and fatigue.  

     "The can-do culture becomes a barrier to 

success only when directed from the top down or 

when feedback is limited or missed," the Navy's 

comprehensive review of the destroyer mishaps, 

released in October 2017, found.  

Whether these factors came into play with the 

Georgia is more difficult to say.  

     In a statement for the investigation, Adams 

emphasized that he took full responsibility for 

what had transpired.  

     "Despite my significant reservation - expressed 

face-to-face, on the phone, and In emails with 

staff and leadership ... concerning the risks of 

proceeding Into Kings Bay In the dark with an 

inexperienced team, when my requests to delay 

[return to port] one hour later were denied, I failed 

in my command responsibilities by driving to 

achieve mission success at the expense of 

appropriately acting to mitigate risks to increase 

our margin of safety," he said.  

     "In retrospect, I should have loitered at [St. 

Marys] until I was satisfied that the risks were 

commensurate with the mission gain."  

     Reached for comment by Military.com, Adams, 

who retired in 2016, referred to a public statement 

he had released at the time of his relief, in which 

he called the actions that caused the grounding 

"mine alone."  

     "I ask that my lapses not be used to denigrate 

the terrific service of the Sailors and families of 

GEORGIA BLUE," he said at the time "After thirty 

years of serving in the world's finest Navy, my 

only regret is that I will miss sailing with them 

again to stand against our nation's enemies."  

     But the fact that some above Adams were also 

warned offers insight into how the higher 

command viewed the incident.  

     Crites faulted Spencer, the Squadron 16 

commodore, with "failure to provide his ship a 

plan with adequate margin to safety, specifically in 

not providing sufficient guidance and training to 

his staff that developed the plan in his absence 

and not aggressively pursuing complete resolution 

of the ship's requested arriva through personal 

intervention with the Type Commander staff."  

     The chief of staff and director of operations for 

Submarine Group 10, Crites said in the report, 

had failed to "pursue acceptable resolution to the 

concerns they had with the plan for the ship's 

arrival."  

     Holly Carey, deputy public affairs officer for 

Submarine Force Atlantic, declined to say whether 

all administrative actions recommended by the 

investigation were carried out.  

     "What I can tell you is that the Navy is 

confident that leadership took appropriate 

corrective actions against several personnel 

assigned to the squadron and submarine based 

on the findings of the investigation," she said.  

     "Following the investigation, which concluded 

in 2016, leadership took appropriate 

accountability measures and has taken all 

necessary steps to prevent a recurrence in the 

future. USS Georgia, and her current crew, serve 

proudly today among the U.S. Submarine Force 

and has leadership's full confidence to protect the 

interest of the United State and allies."  

https://www.military.com/daily-

news/2020/03/01/captain-warned-crew-wasnt-

ready-sub-ran-aground-investigation-

shows.html 

—————————————————————— 

Editor: Long story (4 pages) but well worth the 

time to read. A very interesting perspective of 

a submarine force many of us never saw. 

 

Historical Look at U.S. Navy Diesel Boat 

Service 

     There have been many significant changes in 

the U.S. Navy Submarine Service since the WWII 

Diesel Boat Era. It might be interesting historically 

to note some of them. 

     Initially, there were only seven pay grades 

(actually eight). They ran from one to seven with 

Apprentice Seaman (AS) as one, Seaman 

Second Class (S2/c) as two, Seaman First Class 

(S1/c) as three, Petty Officer Third Class (e.g., 

https://www.military.com/daily-news/2020/03/01/captain-warned-crew-wasnt-ready-sub-ran-aground-investigation-shows.html
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2020/03/01/captain-warned-crew-wasnt-ready-sub-ran-aground-investigation-shows.html
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2020/03/01/captain-warned-crew-wasnt-ready-sub-ran-aground-investigation-shows.html
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2020/03/01/captain-warned-crew-wasnt-ready-sub-ran-aground-investigation-shows.html
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MM3c) as four. Petty Officers Second and First 

Class as five and six. Chief Petty Officers were 

initially promoted to "seven A" for one year (Acting 

Appointment) and then to Chief Petty Officer as 

pay grade seven. There were no Master or 

Command Chief, etc. The "C" for Chief Petty 

Officers preceded the rate designation, for 

example, C.M.M., not MMC as today. For all of 

the seaman ratings, there was a comparable 

Fireman (F) 

     The Officer's rank structure has remained 

consistent with minor exceptions. During WWII, a 

five star Fleet Admiral rank was added and 

bestowed on Nimitz and King. No one promoted 

to that rank since WWII. Another thing there was 

no Commodore rank utilized. Officers were 

promoted from Captain to Rear Admiral (lower 

half) and hence to Rear Admiral (upper half). The 

Rear Admiral (Lower Half) replaced the 

Commodore rank. As it is custom to call any 

Commanding Officer Captain, it also was custom 

to name a Submarine Squadron Commander 

Commodore. 

     Before WWII, an Apprentice Seaman's pay 

was $21.00 per month. Pays increased in WWII 

with Apprentice Seaman to $50.00 per month and 

around $120.00 per month for a Chief. All 

personnel on Submarines got 50% submarine 

money and 20% sea duty pay. When added 

together, added up to about 80% extra pay. If you 

were married and had dependents, your pay was 

reduced by $28.00 per month; the U.S. Navy 

supplemented another $22.00, and your 

dependent was sent a monthly check for $50.00. 

     Consequently, an Apprentice Seaman would 

get $22.00 per month. However, enlisted 

personnel below pay grade four could not marry 

without the permission of their Commanding 

Officer. This breached more often than observed, 

and many entered the service married. 

     At one time, the Navy Paymasters would pay 

personnel with $2.00 bills so that when spent, it 

would indicate to the local economy the impact of 

the service. Also, when being paid by the 

Paymaster on board a tender, you would line up 

with your "pay chit" to draw your pay. When you 

reached the pay desk, you would salute the 

Paymaster, put your fingerprint on the "pay chit," 

and draw your money. There was a posted pay 

list indicating what you had on the "books," and 

you could draw all or whatever amount you 

desired. Submarine and sea pay were a real boon 

especially when sea store cigarettes at six cents a 

pack and a bottle of beer on Bank St. was twenty-

five cents. Later, when you came in off patrol, you 

would have that back pay and be really flush. 

     Due to the rapid expansion of every aspect of 

the U.S. Navy, if you could cut the mustard, 

promotions were forthcoming. Many a serving 

enlisted person commissioned (called mustangs) 

or advanced in rating because of the enormous 

need to fill billets in new construction and replace 

casualties. Classes at the U.S. Naval Academy 

graduated early. Personnel with special 

qualifications were coming into the service rated 

or commissioned. You could see a Chief Petty 

Officer with no hash marks. These ratings were 

derided and called "slick arms" (no hash marks) or 

"Tajo" ratings by the old-timers. Some enlisted 

personnel commissioned as regular line officers, 

Warrant Officers, and Limited Duty Officers 

(LDOs) in specific areas. Such commissions 

initially were considered temporary with reversion 

back to their permanent grades after hostilities 

     They created many specialty ratings. In their 

"Crow" specialty designator was a diamond with a 

letter inside, e.g., the letter "A" would be for a 

coach or professional athlete who would conduct 

physical conditioning, etc. Most, if not all, of these 

ratings ceased to exist with the end of the war. 

Some referred to these as "square knot" rates. 

There were right and left arm rates. Right arm 

rates were considered "Sea Going Rates" (B.M., 

QM. G.M. S.M., F.C., TM, etc.) and the "Crow" 

was worn on the right arm. Left arm rates were 

ancillary and were MM, Y, EM, R.M., MOMM, 

E.T., etc. Right arm rates were senior to left arm 

ratings. There was no Boatswain Mate Third 

Class they were called Coxswains. 

     Seamen and Firemen wore a "watch stripe" 

round the right shoulder - white for seamen red for 

firemen. There was other colors of "Watch 

Stripes" for aviation, C.B.s, etc. Indication of rate 

was on uniform cuffs. One white/red stripe for AS/

FA, two for S2c/F2/c and three for S1/c and F1/c. 

The present diagonal 1, 2, or 3 stripe(s), in color 
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was originally for WAVE uniforms and after WWII 

were adopted for the present enlisted uniform and 

the watch stripe was eliminated. 

The "T-Shirt" a part of the enlisted uniform initially 

served two purposes. (1) It was to be worn without 

the Jumper on work details, especially in tropical 

locations. (2) It was meant to have the high white 

neckline to show in the "V" of the Jumper. Some 

personnel, to enhance the appearance would cut 

the tab off and wore the "T-shirt" backward for a 

better appearance especially if with age and 

washings it seemed to sag. The popularity of the 

T-Shirt expanded into wide public acceptance 

after WWII and is now utilized, not only as an 

undergarment but as outerwear with various 

designs, logos, etc. 

     There were no Silver Metal Dolphins for 

enlisted personnel. Dolphins for enlisted 

personnel consisted of embroidered "patches". 

(white for blues and blue for whites) sewn on the 

right forearm. Silver Metal Dolphins for enlisted 

personnel was authorized after WWII. 

All enlisted personnel wore embroidered 

"patches" as distinguishing marks e.g., if you were 

a designated striker you could wear the insignia 

for that specialty on the left upper sleeve. Other 

distinguishing marks for enlisted personnel were 

"patches" on uniforms, e.g., an Expert Lookout 

"patch" binoculars, a diver a divers helmet (M for 

Master. with degree of qualification indicated on 

the chest section of the helmet. These worn on 

the right upper sleeve and there were many of 

them. One "perk" that has persisted is the wearing 

of gold rating insignia and hash marks for those 

with 12 years of good conduct. Chief Petty 

Officers merely pinned their fouled anchor hat 

insignia to the front top of their hat covers. The 

black band and background for the insignia was 

initiated after WWII. Officers did wear Gold Metal 

Dolphins as they do today. 

     Unknown today was also the fact that there 

was a dress white uniform for enlisted personnel. 

The collar and cuffs were blue and were adorned 

with piping. What is worn today are "undress 

whites". Pictures of them are in old "Bluejacket 

Manuals".Â  Officers wore swords for ceremonial 

occasions as they do today but back before WWII 

Chief Petty Officers had a cutlass for ceremonial 

dress occasions. Another uniform item that is now 

passÃ© is the flat hat. Once the ribbon had the 

name of your ship but this discontinued for 

security reasons and all flat hats merely had U.S. 

Navy in gold on the ribbon. 

     In boot camp all of your uniform items were 

stenciled with your name and service number. 

There were no doors on lockers and each item 

had a prescribed method of folding and stowing. It 

was even prescribed as to how you would pack 

your seabag. 

     Originally, the entire submarine base was 

literally below the railroad tracks. Later as the 

base expanded it was called "lower base". Most of 

the upper base buildings, i.e., Morton Hall, Dealey 

Center, etc., were constructed for WWII. The road 

from the present main gate past the golf course 

was the Groton-Norwich road. About half way up 

the road was an overhead railroad bridge. The 

entrance to the base was under the bridge and 

the Marine guard stationed there in a guard 

shack. The base commander‘s office was housed 

in a small brick building about half way between 

the training tower and the Torpedo Shop. 

     Submarine School - six weeks enlisted and 

three months for officers. Of some 250,000 men 

who applied for submarine duty less than 10% 

made it to Sub School and many of those washed 

out. Submarine School was the sole tyrannical 

domain of one Chief Torpedoman Charles Spritz. 

Submarine School was called "Spritz's Navy". He 

ruled with an iron hand and was feared by 

instructors and students alike. He had little regard 

for rate whether you were a Seaman First Class 

or a Petty Officer First Class. To call him eccentric 

was a gross understatement. He did not smoke, 

did not drink and was single It is open to debate 

as to if he ever even pulled a liberty. His total 

devotion was to the Submarine School. It was 

universally conceded that he had gone "asiatic", 

not 100% stable and perhaps as a youngster he 

might have been dropped on his head. 

     He insisted that personnel, at all times, be 

properly and neatly attired in the regulation 

"Uniform of the Day" without exception. No tailor 

made, proper rolled neckerchief down to the "V" in 

the Jumper with immaculate white T-Shirt 

showing, shoes well shined, etc. He did not permit 
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smoking nor any type of horseplay. He demanded 

that all personnel move at a fast pace. Chief 

Spritz had the uncanny ability to be everywhere at 

all times and pity the poor individual who crossed 

his path. His discipline was swift and sure. He felt 

it was his personal mission to ascertain that 

anyone leaving sub school for submarine duty 

was in every respect ready. He had many axioms 

but his favorite was "There is room for anything on 

a submarine except a mistake". Sub school 

students were not "boots", many, if not most, had 

time in the U.S. Navy and were rated. There is an 

article in POLARIS issue of August, 2000 

(Submarine Saga segment) which delves into 

more detail relative to Chief Spritz and is briefly 

incorporated here as it is a definite part of the 

Diesel Boat Era. Sub Vets of WWII in recognition 

of respect, and a fealty obligation to this once 

feudal lord and master, wear a "Spritz's Navy" 

patch on their vests. 

     It would seem that the screening at Sub School 

served us well. Friction between members of the 

crew was unbefitting and unacceptable. If an 

individual demonstrated an inability to "get along" 

he could be transferred to another boat. If the 

same conduct prevailed there he would be 

transferred out of submarines. 

     The training tower caused many a wash out for 

both physical and mental reasons. If a person 

could not "pop" his ears it could cause pain and 

even bleeding from the ears. You voice changed 

dramatically to a high pitch under pressure. All 

personnel had to qualify from the 100' lock with 

the Mommsen Lung. Right after the war it was 

noted that some German submariners had made 

emergency escapes using free ascents. A number 

of crews from boats went to the tower and made 

free ascents. 

     We had less pomp insofar as the ceremony 

observed when a member of the crew qualified 

than is apparent today. The individual, thrown 

over the side then sewed dolphins on his uniforms 

and wore them with pride. They have always 

been, and always will be, a badge of honor 

regardless of manner in which bestowed. There 

was less reverence on some other occasions 

also., e.g., when a "Good Conduct Medal" was 

awarded to a member of the crew it would be 

given by the Captain (or perhaps the Exec) at 

quarters amid "hoots and hollers" with cries of 

"Undiscovered Crime". There was also a bonus 

system for awards ranging from $1.00 per month 

for the Good Conduct Medal to $5.00 per month 

for the Congressional Medal of Honor. 

     "Tailor Made" dress blues were the uniform of 

the day for liberty. The jumper was skin tight with 

a zipper in the side so that it could be taken off. 

Accentuated bell bottoms were mandated. The 

inside of the cuffs were decorated with 

embroidered color decorations, usually dragons, 

etc., and were only visible when the cuffs were 

turned up. 

     When you made Chief you initially bought the 

cheapest hat you could find since it was also 

considered appropriate and properly respectful to 

have all of the crew urinate in your first hat. 

Sad to note in this day and enlightened age all of 

the military services of the United States were 

segregated during our era. The practice abolished 

by President Truman over 50 years ago. 

Stewards, at that time, recruited from America 

territories and from American minorities. Even in 

such a tight knit group as American Submarines 

two racks in the Forward Torpedo Room hung off 

the overhead beneath The Torpedo Loading 

Hatch were reserved for the Stewards. Rated 

Stewards wore uniforms similar to Chiefs. 

     The submarine sailor was a very irreverent 

individual with an avid distaste for regulations, etc. 

The average life span of a submarine sailor was 

four patrols (about a year). Despite bravado, that 

thought prevailed to varying degrees depending 

upon the individual. That premise however, was 

unsaid but used as an excuse for hell-raising. 

Rarely mentioned in tales of WWII submarine lore 

was the fact that going through minefields was as 

apprehensive as being depth charged. 

     Submarine Officers and crews were very 

young - anyone past thirty was a very old man. 

Admiral Charles Lockwood (Uncle Charley) Com 

Sub Pac was most forgiving, as were Skippers 

and Execs, of transgressions of both Officers and 

men. Returning from patrol crews were treated 

extremely well. 

     Another "perk" of the submarine force was that 

any record of "minor" disciplinary action that a 
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member of the crew suffered would be entered 

into the "page 9" of his service record. Virtually all 

disciplinary action was handled internally on the 

boat. However, both the original and carbon copy 

(BuPers Copy) retained in his jacket. When 

transferred, the original and copy, removed by the 

Yeoman to be deep sixed. Unless there was a 

serious offence personnel transferred with a clean 

record. 

Many friendships were formed in sub school, plus 

other training and schools and transfers were not 

uncommon due to the needs of new construction, 

promotions, etc. Consequently, the force became 

even more closely knit. It was the rare boat that 

did not have personnel whom you knew. 

     Submariners were very independent and 

resourceful, both individually and as a group. 

Needs (and desires) of the boat as prescribed by 

the U.S. Navy, did not always coincide with what 

was considered proper nor adequate. Therefore, 

a system of "midnight requisitioning" and 

"midnight small stores" developed to enhance 

efficiency. This avenue of acquisition considered a 

solemn duty in promoting the war effort. Those 

proficient and innovative in this endeavor were 

greatly admired. It was an art as well as a science 

executed individually or as a group cooperative 

effort. Some of these escapades took great 

ingenuity as well as "brass balls". As a term of 

affection they were called "scroungers" and/or 

"dog robbers". If a Skipper or Exec made an 

"innocent" passing remark that some particular 

thing might be "nice" it would appear mysteriously 

in due time. 

     On board an informal, but professional, attitude 

prevailed. Although we had an evaporator to 

make fresh water, battery watering was primary. 

In the design and scheme of things, personal 

hygiene or washing of clothes did not seem to be 

considered. One Engineering Petty Officer, called 

the "Water King" ran the evaporators. Personal 

hygiene or washing of clothing was an 

afterthought. The use of after-shave lotions, 

deodorants and especially talcum powders 

prevailed. Large cans of "Lilac" were the norm, 

purchased inexpensively and sprinkled liberally. 

     To the unacquainted it could appear that the 

rapport between Officers and men was quite 

informal and to a degree it was but it in no way 

detracted from efficiency, military courtesy, 

tradition or discipline. There was a strong mutual 

respect. Aye-Aye Sir, Very Well and Well Done 

were accorded as appropriate. The vast majority 

of the crew was rated and competent in their 

skills. Obviously so were our officers. There was 

no such thing as stenciled ratings on dungaree 

shirts so a person coming aboard a submarine at 

sea would have a difficult time determining any 

individuals rate. Also there was an axiom that in 

submarines "you left your rate on the dock". Ability 

was the hallmark. 

     When conditions approached that of a Chinese 

garbage scow junk with an over flowing head and 

the crew in dire need of fumigation the Skipper 

might decide to allow showers piecemeal by 

sections. You lined up to enter the shower, the 

Chief of the Boat turned on the water for 2 

seconds and shut it down while you soaped down. 

You were then allowed a correspondingly brief 

rinse. 

     Each member of the crew was allotted one 

locker which measured about 12" high, 18" wide 

and about 18" deep. You kept your uniforms 

under your mattress. Your rack had a plastic zip 

around cover. Your mattress was encased in a 

"mattress cover" which was akin to an oversized 

pillow case. Able to be turned over once and 

some even turned them inside out and got two 

more uses. Less the uninitiated be stunned by 

that you must be cognizant of lack of water for 

regular laundry. 

     Internal communications on board were 

conducted by the 1MC and 7MC phone and 

speaker systems. 

     To reenter a submarine after handling lines 

etc. when returning to port was a shocking 

revelation. It was impossible to believe that you 

had survived that malodorous environment. 

Politely put the atmosphere was conducive to a 

shanty town house of ill repute that also was 

inundated by a backup of its sewer system. Pity 

the poor relief crew that had to come on board 

and make the boat shipshape again. 

     You could immediately identify an Electrician 

on a submarine. He was the individual with the 

most shredded moth eaten dungarees. 
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     Ribald humor was the tenor of the day. No 

topic or human frailty was off limits. Nothing was 

sacred. Horseplay and trickery were the order of 

the day. The antics and demeanor of the crew, 

both at sea and ashore, would not be socially 

acceptable nor politically correct nowadays. I fear 

that the late Admiral Rickover would have been 

aghast. 

     One real advantage was food, especially when 

you first went out. Although they were ridden 

without mercy the cooks did an excellent job of 

feeding the crew. We ate family style off china 

plates. Our officers ate exactly what the enlisted 

personnel did. The stewards would come back to 

the After Battery Galley and fill their serving plates 

and bring it to the Forward Battery for the 

Wardroom. When leaving port rations were stored 

in every conceivable space (including the shower 

since it wouldn't be needed). However, as 

supplies diminished the cooks were hard pressed 

to come up with varied favorable menus. All boats 

had "open icebox" so you could prepare and cook 

anything you wanted at any time as long as you 

cleaned up after yourself. The After Battery 

"Mess" was for chow, off duty recreation, meeting 

space and a hang-out. This is a collective attempt 

at recollection after the passing of a half-century 

so any errors or omissions hopefully forgiven as 

"senior frailties". Much of this is collective memory 

and is a compilation of boats in general. There is 

no pride of authorship so any comments, 

additions, corrections and/or deletions are 

welcome and appreciated. This is merely a 

historical comparison as best one can do and is in 

no way a negative reflection between "then and 

now".  

GOD BLESS ALL SUBMARINERS - Past, 

Present and Future 

Michael Skurat 

Central Connecticut Chapter U.S. Submarine 

Veterans World War II 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Print a copy, complete and mail with your check to the address below: 

Event Registration 655 Reunion #11   
7 – 11 October 2020 

Holiday Inn Cincinnati Airport 

1717 Airport Exchange Blvd. 

Erlanger, KY 41018 

888.294.5067  

www.holidayinn.com/cvg-airport 
Call the hotel number above or reserve on their website. 

Reserve Group Rates using either:  

Henry L. Stimson 655 Reunion OR Block Code R65 

Hotel Reservation Deadline SEPT 16, 2020 

Hotel Reservation is the responsibility of the individual. 

Reunion Registration Deadline SEPT 16, 2020 

http://ssbn655.org/reunions/2020_Reunion11 
 

Please complete (print legibly), print the form and return along with a check payable to: Henry L. Stimson Reunion 
Mail to: Dick Young, 7209 Austin Woods Ln., Cincinnati OH 45247     Email: stimson655reunion2020@aol.com 
  

Shipmate Name: _________________________________________ Guest Name: _________________________ 

Relationship:  ___ Spouse   ___ Significant Other   ___ Family ___ Friend 

Street Address: _________________________ City: ________________________ State: ______ Zip: __________ 

Phone: Home: _______________________ Cell: _______________________ Work: ________________________ 

E-mail: Home: ___________________________________ Work: ______________________________________ 

Number who will be attending this event in your group: _________ 

# Patrols on STIMSON: __________  Total # Patrols on all boats: __________ 

Dates Onboard  Rate  Crew  Dates Onboard  Rate  Crew 

_______________ __________ __________ _______________ __________ __________ 

Special Needs: _________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

(Event attendance will be through advance payment only.) 

 

I am registering for the following per person (Association Member and all guests):     

     Registration Fee: (required for all)    $45.00 ea  Number: _____  =  __________ 

     Saturday Banquet: (if attending)    $35.00 ea  Number: _____  =  __________ 

     Wright Patterson AFB Tour (if attending) $30.00 ea  Number: _____  =  __________ 

     Ohio River Cruise/Meal (if attending) $75.00 ea  Number: _____  =  __________  

       Total Enclosed   _____________ 

 

Two are two scheduled events. Please indicate your interest. Include fees with your check for the reunion.  
 
1. Thursday: Wright Patterson AFB Museum Tour in Dayton OH. This is a 70 mile trip (just over an hour) and 

we will go by coach bus/s. Cost for the tour/transportation is $30.00 per person.  
(Include the fee in your check for registration.) 

  

2. Friday: Ohio River Cruise and Meal. The cruise departure is less than a 30 minutes from the hotel and we 

will go by coach bus/s. Cost for the Cruise/Meal and transportation is $75.00 per person. 
(Include the fee in your check for registration.) 

 

The Association has established a refund policy for reunion registrations and it is located within our 
Bylaws in Article V.g. You can view this policy at: 
http://ssbn655.org/association/bylaws/1610%20655BylawRev.pdf or on the back of this form. 
 

REUNION USE ONLY 

 

Check # _____________ 

 

Date Rcvd ___________ 

 

Registration # ________ 

 

Hotel Resv: __________ 

http://www.holidayinn.com/cvg-airport
http://ssbn655.org/reunions/2020_Reunion11
mailto:stimson655reunion2020@aol.com
http://ssbn655.org/association/bylaws/1610%20655BylawRev.pdf
Nick
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Print a copy, complete and mail with your check to the address below: 

g. Cancellation of reunion registration and the refund of monies paid will be based on the timing of the 
cancellation. Registration cancelled prior to the reunion registration cutoff date will result in refund of 
monies paid minus the registration/office fee. For cancellation after the registration cutoff date, there 
will be no refund of monies paid.  
 

 

Cincinnati is located in Southwest Ohio and just across the Ohio River is Northern Kentucky where 
the reunion will be held. It‘s only 10 miles from Indiana. There are 3 Interstates that lead to Cincinnati: 
I-74, I-75 and I-71. We are located a day‘s drive (8-10 hours) from most of the East Coast. There will 
be plenty of free parking at the hotel for cars and RV's.  

 

If you are flying there are 7 major airlines that service Cincinnati (CVG) and several are discount 

airlines. They include Air Canada, Allegiant, American, Delta, Frontier, Southwest and United. A free 

shuttle service from the airport (1.5 miles) is provided by the hotel. 

 
Along with the planned activities here are a few activities that you can do on your own if you arrive 
early or stay late or don’t plan on going to the Wright Patterson AFB Museum on Thursday. 
 
The baseball season will be over but the Reds have one of the best Museums in the Professional 
Baseball and it‘s located next to the Great American Ball Park. The Museum is free to veterans. 

https://www.mlb.com/reds/hall-of-fame 
 
Our Zoo and Botanical Gardens are second to none with a White Tiger display and Baby Fiona, a 
hippo raised from birth at the zoo.  

http://cincinnatizoo.org/  
 
Tthe Creation Museum is about 7 miles from the hotel. It‘s a state of the art Adventure through biblical 
history with stunning exhibits, botanical gardens, planetarium, zoo, zip lining …and dinosaurs. In the 
Bible??? For real??? You gotta see it to believe it. 

https://creationmuseum.org/  

 
The Ark Encounter is 20 miles south and has a real wooden Ark based on the size described in the 
bible; it is huge. 

https://arkencounter.com/  

 
Kentucky Horse Park is about 45 miles away near Lexington Kentucky.  

https://kyhorsepark.com/  
 
The Cincinnati Museum Center is near the downtown area and housed in the old Art-Deco Union 
Terminal Train Station. It has a natural history museum and the Cincinnati History Museum. You can 
also tour the old railroad control station housed on the top floor. It also features an IMAX theater. 

https://www.cincymuseum.org/  

 

The Hofbrauhaus in Newport, KY features the best German food outside of Munich.  
https://www.hofbrauhausnewport.com/  

 

You may want to check out the restaurant on the top of the Radisson Hotel located in Covington, Ky 

(5 miles from the hotel) on the Ohio River. It sits on the 18th floor of the hotel and revolves once 

every 45 minutes, giving a great view of the downtown area, and the food is delicious. 
https://www.restaurantcovingtonky.com/  
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